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Nowadays, ontologies become the foundation of Semantic Web. The number of ontologies is increasing day by day. Researching on ontologies and its applications in various fields such as artificial intelligence, computational linguistics, computer science, e-commerce have been spreading and maturing. Actually, ontologies represent the characteristics of a specific domain. They include classes, properties, relationships, and instances. Since being different from background knowledge, languages used for expression, points of view of designers and entities are modeled in different ways, there is not one ontology matched perfectly to another one. This leads to heterogeneity between ontologies. In addition, the management of knowledge based on ontologies is necessary. Therefore, comparing, mapping, and integrating ontologies should be implemented in which the task of matching is to reduce ontology heterogeneity problem and identify the similarities between entities from ontologies. From the issue mentioned above, research communities have developed methods for ontology matching based on several aspects of similarity such as lexical, semantic, structural, and instances.

This thesis focuses on the task of ontology matching which has received many investigations in recent years. Although a lot of individual similarity measures are proposed, no ontology matching system uses only one technique to match. Normally, more than one similarity measure is used and the matching results are then combined to obtain the final alignment. Ontology matching systems give solutions to achieve the best possible matching results by using lexical-based, structure-based, semantic-based, and instances-based techniques together. The proposed methods used in these systems take into account different aspects of the similarity of entities in ontologies. In this work, ontology matching is based on our structural, lexical and semantic methods and use WordNet dictionary. In particular, we present an improvement of the lexical metric by applying information-theoretic and edit distance approaches, new structural and semantic measures.
The first contribution of this study is applying information-theoretic and edit distance methods to flexibly measure lexical similarity. Besides of improving the accuracy for string-based similarity degrees, this metric deals with some irrelevant situations. Our second approach is a novel structure-based similarity measure for automatic ontology matching. Being different from existing structural measures, this approach takes into account all of the ancestors of considered concepts. Another contribution of this research is a semantic similarity measure between nouns based on the structure of WordNet. This measure uses the WordNet dictionary as an external resource to take semantics of entities. Besides the positions of two entities relatively to the root in a hierarchy, this approach considers the relationships between these entities.

Our ontology matching solution is integrated by using weighted sum method to measures in which both sequential and parallel strategies are executed for computing similarity. After that, we will evaluate the quality of our system. Our approach is implemented on the benchmark dataset of the 2008 OAEI and then compared to the other systems. The experimental results show that our approach reaches good F-measure values and can compete with other automatic systems which do not use instances. The one-to-one or one-to-many alignments are generated in the final phase. The approaches presented in this thesis could also be applied in many application domains.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the main topics of this thesis. It starts from the motivation and the problem of ontology matching in section 1.1. This chapter then describes objectives of the thesis in section 1.2. Furthermore, the methodology will be discussed in section 1.3. In section 1.4, a list of our contributions that has reported on chapters of this thesis is presented. Finally, an overview of the structure of the thesis given in section 1.5 will conclude this chapter.

1.1. MOTIVATION

Nowadays, the growth of the Internet and search engines is quite powerful; however seekers sometimes received knowledge which is not reasonable. Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web [11] in which computers can read, understand and search meaningful information in the way the human demanded. Therefore, to enrich the semantics of the web pages, ontologies have been developed. Ontologies become more and more popular and necessary in researching, using and maintaining. A variety of ontologies is created independently by different organizations and communities to satisfy user’s requirements. Ontologies are also built in many different fields with different purposes. Moreover, there
exists a large number of ontologies which have the same subject and may contain overlapping information. The rapid increase in information sources and the growth in both the number and size of ontologies leads to a situation in which an increased heterogeneity occurs in the available information. Consequently, relevant pieces of information become harder to extract. To obtain the correct correspondences between entities in the ontologies being useful in the information exchange, more and more researchers pay attention to integration, comparison, matching between these ontologies [36].

As a result, a number of ontology matching systems basing on the similarity functions are proposed. However, the efficiency of these systems depends on how and what the similarity methods between entities are applied. In addition, a similarity measure is considered a good approach in case it extracts as many as possible similar entities. The individual matching techniques are based on features of entities, for example, names, individual, properties and structures to compute the similarity values. Accordingly, these techniques are useful and effective which also depend on specific ontology domains. In general, a single measure can perform well [132], however, it is not enough for determining the final alignment because the accuracy of results is not good for all kinds of domains [63]. For example, techniques based on lexical-based approach work well in ontologies in which class names having the same meaning are similar strings; however, they do not return satisfying final match results when class names use different strings for the same object having similar meanings (called synonym) or the same string for different objects (called polysemy). Therefore, to improve this situation, the matching systems should combine the results of several single similarity methods in order to achieve the final matching results instead of only one technique. Let us consider the following example.

![Figure 1.1: The ontologies in the same domain](image)

**Figure 1.1: The ontologies in the same domain**

Fig. 1.1 shows a few pieces of information of the two sample ontologies about
1.1. MOTIVATION

Products. As can be seen in Fig. 1.1, in case only one string similarity measure is applied, the entity Devices in ontology $O_1$ does not match the entity Accessories in ontology $O_2$. However, if both semantic and structural measures are applied, the entities Devices and Accessories are matched together with higher similarity degree values than those obtained by each single method. This indicates clearly that the combined measure outperforms each individual technique.

In order to deal with these problems, a composition approach for ontology matching, which aggregates the proposed measures, does not only rely on strings and semantics of ontology entities but also takes their structures in the hierarchy, is discussed.

In fact, regarding various point of views and purposes of designers, ontologies are constructed differently. Moreover, since ontologies are created separately by different designers, the information included in ontologies in a same particular domain can be expressed at different levels of details and in different forms. Besides, in case the way in which the entities are defined is the same, these entities can not point to the same object. Therefore, a perfect match between two ontologies is in general not existing [101].

Fig. 1.2 indicates that the same concept (e.g. Mathematics) in two ontologies $O_1$ and $O_2$ describes different meanings in different contexts while the similarity between two concepts Devices and Accessories in the above example (shown in Fig. 1.1) is high. As a result, the goal of ontology matching is to determine both perfectly match candidates and concepts having high confident degrees.

From the point of view described above, ontology matching is a challenging problem, however, it becomes an important issue applied in various aspects in our life. The process of the manual ontology matching is usually consumptive and expensive [81, 89]. To reduce computational costs, it is really needed to propose an automatic ontology matching solution. A number of systems applied
instance-based method, for example [26, 27, 32, 124, 144, 145]. However, using instance-based method costs a lot [81]. Therefore, in this thesis, we do not pay the attention to this approach.

1.2. Objectives

The main goal of our thesis is to contribute to the research in the field of ontology matching by combining several proposed techniques to improve the overall matching results. A structure similarity measure is introduced to match ontologies based on their structures in the hierarchy, a semantic measure based on WordNet, and a lexical measure based on the combination of information-theoretic and edit distance methods. Moreover, measures applied in this thesis can be used in various application domains. A framework is developed (called LSSOM - Lexical Structural Semantic-based Ontology Matching method), which implements the three proposed matching techniques, to align ontologies representing OWL files and return a final alignment. The performance of our proposed framework were compared and validated with other systems in terms of the match quality. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm and the accuracy improved when compared to the previous ontology matching systems which do not use instances data. Finally, future directions are discussed.

In conclusion, the thesis entitled, Ontology Matching based on Combination of Lexical and Structural Techniques in Semantic Web, includes four key objectives. These objectives are:

- The first objective is to present the basic definitions used in this thesis, for example, ontology, ontology matching, similarity functions, and so on. Besides, the state of the art individual methods and related ontology matching systems are reviewed.

- The second objective is to investigate three similarity matching methods including lexical, semantic, and structural similarities.

- Then an approach combined similarity measures in two phases is introduced.

- Finally, the OAEI 2008 benchmark test is used for implementing, evaluating and comparing our results with the results achieved from other experiments.
1.3. METHODOLOGY

Ontology matching is often viewed as identifying similarities between the elements of two given ontologies. An ontology consists of the entities and relationships between these entities in a hierarchy. Therefore, the ontology matching problem can be considered as matching entities and relations of these input ontologies [7]. The following ideas are used for our approach. Firstly, the structural information is very important in ontologies because it contains the semantics of elements [72, 77, 90] and indicates the relationships between elements in these ontologies where these relationships are taken into account. Therefore, ontology matching based on structures in the hierarchy should be concerned. Besides, an entity can connect to many other entities to produce a complex network including parents, children, descendants, and ancestors. Consequently, our approach considers all nodes relating to the considered nodes to yield more accurately the similarities between nodes which is different from other structural systems. Secondly, the lexical techniques are usually used to discard entities in case the strings presenting these entities are almost different. These techniques are also employed in the initial phase in general. Our lexical similarity measure takes into account the common and different features between entities. Moreover, the features are chosen including the contents and positions of letters in strings. To do that, information-theoretic and edit distance methods are integrated. However, there exist entities of which the meaning is the same. On the other hand, they are depicted by the totally different strings because these entities can belong to a set of synonyms or hypernym/hyponym or holonym/meronym relations. Therefore, WordNet dictionary [75] is used in our measure to produce good results in terms of semantics which ensures that these entities are not ignored. In this semantic measure, the similarities between entities are based on synsets and relationships between these entities in the dictionary. The relationships consist of parents/children, ancestors/descendants, and direct/indirect connections. In addition, the similarity degrees depend also on the depths of the two input entities and the nearest common ancestor of these entities in the taxonomy. The proposed lexical measure is used in the initial phase of the structural process presented above. Then these individual similarities should be aggregated together. Our contribution in this thesis is an automatic composite approach, which combines three different ontology matching techniques consisting of lexical, structural and semantic-based similarities by applying weighted sum and weighted average methods. Finally, our approach is implemented on the standard benchmark data tests, the 2008 OAEI, and compared to existing matching
systems based on Precision, Recall, and F-measure values.

1.4. Contributions

This thesis is generated based on results which have been presented at international conferences with reviewed proceedings and revised selected papers. The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows.

- The first contribution is to propose an approach for calculating the lexical similarities among the given concepts by applying the features-based and element-based measures together.

- The second contribution is to investigate a structure-based metric produced by the subsequent lexical similarity measure.

- A measure of semantic similarity of two entities in two input ontologies is proposed, which can be constructed on the features of these entities and their relevancy connections at their children.

- With an aim to address the problems of ontology matching systems, an overall framework for ontology matching is built by combining the proposed similarity measures.

The results from our publications are hereafter summarized.

1.4.1. Conference Proceedings


This paper presents an approach for structure-based ontology matching, which is a sequential strategy of lexical and structural techniques. The key point to note in this approach is that all the ancestors of two concepts at different levels are considered in determining the similarity between these concepts which is different from other structural metrics. Moreover, a set of centroid concepts, which include the perfect matching concepts, was used to improve the implementation of the structure-based matching method. The experimental results of measures were compared together by using the classical measures (Precision, Recall, and F-measure).
1.4. Contributions


  One of the contributions is the proposed semantic measure. The important feature of this approach is that it uses the relationships between two considered concepts and the positions of these concepts in WordNet to calculate how similar they are. Our metric and several measures of semantic similarity were evaluated over the human judgments based on dataset of Miller-Charles by using correlation coefficients.


  This paper presents another feature construction method originating from information-theoretic and edit distance. It is a fact that many existing lexical methods usually base on either ngrams or Dice’s measures to produce the similarity values between strings. One of the main goals of our measure is that it takes into account common and different properties as well as the editing operations in strings motivated by Tversky and Levenshtein measures. The partial OAEI 2008 benchmark dataset and the classical measures (Precision, Recall, and F-measure) were used to compare our method with four of the common similarity metrics (Jaro-Winkler, Needleman-Wunsch, Kondrak, and Levenshtein).


  The main idea of this paper is that the lexical, structural, and semantic similarity techniques are combined to come up with an improved ontology matching system. An overall ontology matching alignment results from linear combinations by assigning different weights to the similarity components. In our approach, WordNet was employed to take semantics of entities. To evaluate the performance of matching systems, the benchmark tests of the 2008 OAEI and classical metrics for example Precision, Recall, and F-measure were employed.
1.4.2. Book Chapters/Journal Papers


  This is an extended version of the paper entitled *A New Structure-based Similarity Measure for Automatic Ontology Matching*. In this paper, the datasets was taken from five pairs of ontologies in the I^3 CON 2004 to execute our system and other ones. Our obtained results were compared to the average F-Measures which are the F-Measure average values of five participants including the algorithms from Lockheed Martin ATL, INRIA, Teknowledge, AT&T, and University of Karlsruhe besides evaluating DSI and Similarity Flooding methods.

- Thi Thuy Anh Nguyen, Stefan Conrad: **An Improved String Similarity Measure based on Combining Information-Theoretic and Edit Distance Methods**. In: Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management, volume 553 of LNCS, pages 228-239. Springer-Verlag, 2015.

  This is an extended version of the paper entitled *Applying Information-Theoretic and Edit Distance Approaches to Flexibly Measure Lexical Similarity*. In this paper, a partial benchmark tests of the 2008 OAEI is used to evaluate. Moreover, a range of values of parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ were recommended to yield good similarity degrees. Besides, our lexical similarity measure can be applied in different domains.

The rest of this chapter shows the outline of this thesis.

1.5. The Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. A brief summary of each chapter is presented as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the motivation, objectives, methodology, and a summary of contributions of our work, as already presented. Chapter 2 reviews basic definitions and related knowledge in the ontology matching field, which are relevant to work on the following chapters discussed later on in the thesis. The most important related work that has been published on the field of ontology matching is overviewed in chapter 3. The literature review starts with three techniques including lexical, semantic, and structural similarity methods.
A set of ontology matching systems is represented in the end of the chapter 3. Chapter 4 first outlines the lexical similarity measures and the main idea of our measure in general, and then expresses a detailed description of the combination of information-theoretic and edit distance metrics. Evaluation of the experimental results is given in detail in section 4.3. Four kinds of semantic similarity measures are discussed in the section 5.1. The section 5.2 proposes an improved measure for semantics between two concepts based on positions and relationships between these related concepts in WordNet. Experiments and evaluations for this method are described in the section 5.3. An introduction of the proposed method is expressed in section 6.1. Section 6.2 provides a detail description of our structure-based approach. Section 6.3 brings an illustrative example to explain how to calculate the similarity degrees between two ontologies using our measure. This chapter also shows the experimental results and compares these results to the other ones. In section 7.1, our ontology matching composition applying lexical and structure-based techniques is reported generally. The next sections describe how the combination of the proposed measures is in order to reach a final satisfactory matching alignment, and give the performance results of our research. In the end of the chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, discussions and the future directions of these approaches are given. The main conclusions of this thesis, scope for improvement and future trends for continuing this research are summarized in chapter 8.
The main purpose of the present chapter is to provide the basic background knowledge from ontologies and ontology matching in Semantic Web. For that reason, this chapter is organized as follows. Firstly, section 2.1 shows an overview of Semantic Web. Section 2.2 is started by giving definitions of ontologies and their possible application scenarios. Later on, ontology languages are discussed and a specific ontology - WordNet - is described. Furthermore, an introduction to ontology matching and application fields of the ontology matching is outlined. Ontology matching techniques are reviewed in subsection 2.3.4 which are used during the matching process. Before discussing so, the alignment for ontology matching is presented. Besides, several similarity functions are given in section 2.4. The first part of this section gives the basic notations of a similarity function. The second part contains a discussion of classification of measures concerning the problems of our approaches. After describing the benchmark tests in sections 2.5, section 2.6 presents how the classical measures can be calculated in evaluation the matching quality. Finally, this chapter closes with a short summary in section 2.7.
2.1. **Semantic Web**

The World Wide Web uses Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) to link web pages together. The World Wide Web contains a collection of documents and information such as images, videos, text, and other multimedia objects. On the other hand, Semantic Web is a web of linked data in which data items can connect from a source to other source by URLs. Because of the feature of linked data, information of entities can be distributed in the Web. The Semantic Web was introduced in 2001 by Tim Berners-Lee. In fact, Semantic Web is an extension of World Wide Web by adding semantic annotations to web pages in a common format which computers can read and understand. While the websites only exchange documents, the common representation formats allow Semantic Web exchange data. Hence, search engines can select the best information that users really need in a relevant time. Moreover, Semantic Web provides an easier and more intelligent way to share, combine, and reuse information.

2.2. **Ontologies**

Ontologies play an important role not only in Semantic Web but also in other domains such as natural language processing, biomedical informatics and so on. We present first definitions, and then languages representing the knowledge in ontologies. A special ontology, WordNet dictionary, is described at the end of this section.

2.2.1. **Definitions**

Ontologies in the context of the Semantic Web have been used to describe a specification of a certain domain. Ontologies represent the semantics of data, the relationships holding among objects in the real world. Thanks to them, soft agents can understand and distinguish different subjects. Because of the increase in various fields of computer and information science, numerous existing definitions for ontology are introduced depending on different contexts, modeling, and applications of ontologies. Although there is no common definition of an ontology, the definitions use the same terms. Studer et al. [125] combined the two originally ontology definitions of Gruber [45] and Borst [15] in 1998. Consequently, an ontology is considered as "a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization". Some definitions relating to ontologies are mentioned below.
• An ontology consists of a collection of discrete entities (also called concepts), properties, a set of relationships between these entities in the hierarchy, and instances. Fig. 2.1 shows an illustration of the Computers ontology.

Figure 2.1: An example ontology

As can be seen, the main components of this ontology include:

• **Classes** (also called **Concepts**): a class describes a set of similar terms of the domain or task. A concept can have some subclasses and a class can have more than one superclass. For instance, **Computers** could be described as a class including subclasses such as **Desktops** and **Laptops**. A concept may have a number of properties. In Fig. 2.1, class **Laptops** has **Brands** property and class **Monitors** has **Size** and **Type** properties. Classes are depicted by rectangles.

• **Attributes** (also called **Datatype properties**): describe features of instances of the class, so a class is a set of instances with similar properties. In Fig. 2.1, **Laptops** has **Brands** property with subclasses **Dell**, **Lenovo**, and **Toshiba**. **Monitors** has properties **Size** and **Type**, with subproperties **15-22.9 inch**, **23-30.9 inch**, **31-50 inch**, **LCD**, and **LED**.
2.1, each *Monitors* will have *Size* and *Type*. Attributes are displayed by ovals.

- *Relationships* are used to represent connections between elements and they are shown as arrows. These arrows point from the subclasses to their related superclasses.

- *Instances* (also called *Individuals*): instances are occurrences of a specific element and are displayed in italic strings. For example, *4A185048W* is the value of the attribute *SerialNo* and is an instance of the class *Laptops*.

Besides, ontologies usually contain added information such as datatypes and comments.

There are two kinds of ontologies: the intensional and extensional ontologies. The difference from the intensional ontologies is that the extensional ontologies consist of the instances of these ontologies [121].

One formal definition which satisfies many existing understandings of an ontology is presented as follows. An ontology is a tuple $O = (C, A, R, I)$ including the sets of ontology primitives of concepts, attributes, relations, and instances, respectively.

**2.2.2. Applications for Ontology**

In this subsection, ontology applications are described briefly. From our point of view, ontology applications can be classified into a couple of different groups.

- Jasper and Ushold [57] grouped the ontology application domains into four categories containing neutral authoring, ontology as specification, common access to information, and ontology-based search.

- A classification of the ontology application fields comes from the work of Mizoguchi [78]. Similar to Jasper and Ushold, Mizoguchi presented scenarios for applying ontologies as specification, ontology as foundation of knowledge systematization, ontology as a common vocabulary, ontology as the help of information access, and ontology as the medium for mutual understanding.

- Staab and Studer [123] identified two main categories of the ontology application scenarios including knowledge management as well as interoperability and integration (of enterprise applications).
• Todorov [130] classified the applications into three categories: ontologies providing a common vocabulary, ontologies in support of information access, and ontologies for mutual understanding.

• Being different from the works above, Gaitanou [41] described a classification of the ontology applications consisting of six groups as Semantic Web, knowledge management, e-commerce, multimedia and graphics, grid computing, and pervasive computing environments.

2.2.3. Ontology Languages

Currently, the representation formats for ontologies that have been used on the Semantic Web consist of RDF (Resource Description Framework)/RDFS (Resource Description Framework Schema) and OWL (Ontology Web Language). These ontology languages are shown hereafter. A complete description of ontology languages can be found on the webpage of the W3 consortium.

• RDF/RDFS: RDF is a W3C standard recommendation for descriptions about web resources and relationships between them. The statement in RDF has three parts and is called a subject-predicate-object triple. Each of these parts is indicated by an URI. A RDF triple can be considered as a labeled graph in which the subject and object are nodes, and the predicate is a directed edge from the subject to the object. RDFS is extended from RDF with schema vocabulary such as class, property, subClassOf, subPropertyOf, range, domain. RDFS can create new properties and classes, which is different from RDF. Both RDF and RDFS are used to express and exchange metadata between applications so they produce machine-readable data. Moreover, RDF/RDFS contain semantic constraints on data.

• OWL: OWL is an extension of RDFS. It allows to add more vocabulary for defining concepts, indicating properties or relationships of concepts, the cardinality constraints, and characteristics of properties. There are three language of OWL known as OWL-Lite, OWL-DL, and OWL Full.
  
  – OWL Lite defines some simple restrictions for easy execution.
  
  – OWL DL uses Description Logic and defines some restrictions. Besides, OWL DL and OWL Lite separate classes, properties, instances, and data values.

1http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
– OWL Full does not define any restrictions, which is different from OWL Lite and OWL DL.

2.2.4. WordNet

The WordNet project [75] was begun in the mid-1980s by George A. Miller. The WordNet is a freely available large lexical database of the English language containing about 155000 words. Information in WordNet is organized according to word meanings. Comparing to other traditional dictionaries, nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in WordNet are classified into synsets in which each synset contains a set of synonyms indicating a discrete concept [75]. Each sense of a word is in a synset so each word may be in various synsets. The WordNet contains over 117000 synsets. These synsets are linked together by a number of semantic relationships. As a result, WordNet is organized into hierarchies based on 25 primitive categories for nouns. These basic categories are connected to a root node. The different relationships between nouns in the WordNet consists of synonym, antonym, hypernym, hyponym, holonym, and meronym. These relationships are defined as:

- Synonym: as aforementioned, the synonyms are words that are similar or have a related meaning to another word. These words belong to a synset in WordNet. For example, Computer and Computing_device are synonyms.

- Antonym: the antonym indicates a word that means the opposite of another word. For example, Strength and Weakness are antonyms. Note that not all nouns have antonyms.

- Hypernym (as called “is-a” relation): \( e_1 \) is a hypernym of \( e_2 \) if \( e_2 \) is a kind of \( e_1 \). For example, Laptop is a kind of Computer so Computer is a hypernym of Laptop.

- Hyponym (as called “subsumes” relation): \( e_2 \) is a hyponym of \( e_1 \) if \( e_2 \) is a kind of \( e_1 \). For example, Laptop is a hyponym of Computer because Laptop is a kind of Computer.

- Holonym (as called “has-a” relation): \( e_1 \) is a holonym of \( e_2 \) if \( e_2 \) is a part of \( e_1 \). For example, Monitors is a part of Desktops so Desktops is a holonym of Monitors.

- Meronym (as called “part-of” relation): \( e_2 \) is a meronym of \( e_1 \) if \( e_2 \) is a part
of $e_1$. For example, *Monitors* is a meronym of *Desktops* because *Monitors* is a part of *Desktops*.

### 2.3. Ontology Matching

As already mentioned above, ontologies are applied in various domains such as natural language processing, information retrieval, e-commerce, social networks and so on. Ontologies can also be used to manage large databases. Because points of view of designers are different, ontologies representing the same pieces of knowledge are not the same. This leads to the existence of many different ontologies, which describe similar or overlapping knowledge (called heterogeneity). There are several classifications of heterogeneity [35, 64, 102, 134]. Euzenat et al. [37] divided heterogeneities into four groups as follows.

- **Syntactical heterogeneity**: ontologies are represented by different languages or knowledge formalisms.
- **Terminological heterogeneity**: entities in ontologies use different names to describe the same objects.
- **Conceptual heterogeneity**: the differences between modeled entities of the same domain in terms of coverage, granularity or scope.
- **Semiotic heterogeneity** refers to how entities are interpreted by people in a given context.

The objective of matching is to reduce heterogeneities among ontologies.

#### 2.3.1. Definitions

Ontology matching is a process taking two given ontologies to return matching pairs (also called correspondences) between entities of these two ontologies [37]. These ontologies are considered as the source ontology (as also called referenced ontology) and the target ontology. Additionally, these ontologies can be represented in many different formats such as schemas and graphs.

A match is described as a tuple $(E_1, R, E_2)$ where $E_1$, $E_2$ are sets of entities in the source and target ontologies, respectively, and $R$ is an expression showing the relationships between $E_1$ and $E_2$. In the current algorithms, relationships $R$ can be generated as *equivalence* ($\equiv$), *more general* ($\supseteq$), *less general* ($\subseteq$), *disjointness* ($\perp$), and *idk* (*Idonotknow*).


2.3.2. APPLICATIONS FOR ONTOLOGY MATCHING

According to Euzenat [37], basing on the point of view of technology, ontology matching is applied in the following different scenarios.

- Ontology engineering refers to the designing, implementing and maintaining ontology-based applications of users. Instead of building the desired ontology from available information, an approach should be done to reuse or combine suitable ontology sources. To do that task, ontology matching algorithms need to identify the relevant distributed ontologies, similarities of entities in these ontologies, and differences of entities modified from multiple versions of an ontology [51, 62, 88, 92, 93, 109].

- Information integration: in case heterogeneous ontologies are used to implement the common tasks, one of the most important tasks is to find the corresponding matches among the entities in these different ontologies and then integrated together [20, 28, 43, 117, 135].

- Linked data: on the web of data, it is necessary to link the related data sets from different sources. However, the data sets are expressed by various types, for example, heterogenous schemas or ontologies. Therefore, finding correspondences between these data is needed for discovering, sharing, and connecting [55, 94, 95].

- Peer-to-peer information sharing: to exchange and share information between different peers, for example, file sharing systems, entities in these parties have to be matched to identify correspondences between them [12, 122].

- Web service composition: the main task of the combination of several services is to obtain a specific goal. In fact, web services are represented by different languages. Therefore, matching the entities in service descriptions is needed. [42, 108].

- Autonomous communication systems: these systems interact with each other by exchanging messages. Therefore, the content of messages is translated and then matched to help in the understanding of these models together [9, 140].

- Navigation and query answering on the web: thanks to the matching process, search engines transfer each user’s query into the concepts of the relevant available ontologies and then return the reasonable results.
A number of studies related to solutions and techniques have been proposed to measure similarities between two entities, for example, lexical similarity, semantic similarity, and instances similarity. Ontology matching techniques, which are directly relevant to our approach, are discussed separately in subsection 2.3.4. Ontology matching stands for searching and identifying semantic correspondences among the entities of two given ontologies and the relations that hold between them and decreases heterogeneity between two ontologies. The process of ontology matching produces the ontology alignment, which will be discussed below.

### 2.3.3. Ontology Alignment

The similarity measures take two ontologies as inputs and then return a set of matches. This set of matches is called the alignment. An ontology alignment, denoted as $A$, includes a set of the concepts of a source ontology $O_1$ connect to a set of the concepts of a target ontology $O_2$. To produce the alignment, the ontology matching process is illustrated as follows [119]:

![Figure 2.2: The general ontology matching process [119]](image)

In Fig. 2.2, $O_1$ and $O_2$ are the input ontologies. To achieve the alignment $A'$ of these ontologies, the matching algorithms can deal with the parameters including the input alignment $A$, the matching parameters such as weights and thresholds, and external resources such as WordNet, Euronet. The weights and thresholds can be chosen automatically or manually. An alignment brings similarity values between entities such that these similarity degrees can be normalized to obtain values in the $[0,1]$ range. Note that one or more entities from the first ontology can match to one or more entities of the second one. Therefore, three possible results including one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many alignments are considered as the cardinality in ontology matching.
2.3.4. **Ontology Matching Techniques**

This section reviews current ontology matching techniques. Because of the different types of heterogeneity of ontologies, there are some classifications of ontology matching techniques discussed in [23, 25, 30]. The two classifications of ontology matching techniques related to our research, which are provided by Rahm and Bernstein [104] and Euzenat and Shvaiko [37], are laid out. The latter is based on the former one.

Fig. 2.3 shows a classification of schema matching approaches proposed by Rahm and Bernstein [104]. As can be seen, matching systems are classified into two main groups: individual and combining matchers in which composite matchers combined of several individual matching techniques. For individual matcher, systems are considered either schema-based or instance/contents-based. Schema-based systems take into account the structure of the ontologies while instance/contents-based systems use the information of instances or the content of these ontologies. Moreover, schema-based approaches can apply both element-level and structure-level techniques in contrast to instance/contents-based approaches which only use element-level technique. Finally, the constraint based approaches use relationships between entities, for example, type similarity, graph matching and value pattern, so they belong to element-level and structure-level techniques. Linguistic approaches base on textual descriptions of entities, for instance, names and comments, and only belong to element-level techniques.

---

**Figure 2.3: Schema matching approaches [104]**
Regarding to Rahm and Bernstein’s classification, Euzenat and Shvaiko categorized ontology matching approaches in more details. As can be seen in Fig. 2.4, granularity/input interpretation classification includes of element-level and structure-level versus origin/kind of input classification consists of content-based (as called internal matching) and context-based (as called external matching). Element-based, structure-based, and context-based techniques are divided into two distinct groups: semantic and syntactic. For the internal matching, it is a composite of four classes of semantic, extensional, structural, and terminological techniques. Moreover, both two classifications granularity/input interpretation and origin/kind of input contain shared classes of matching techniques which belong to the layer of concrete techniques.

![Figure 2.4: Ontology matching techniques [37]](image)

The main characteristics of each of these techniques connected to our subject are outlined below.

- Element-level techniques do not take into account the relationships between entities and instances in ontologies. These techniques are classified into five measures: lexical-based, language-based, constraint-based,
informal resource-based, and formal resource-based techniques. Lexical-based, language-based, and constraint-based techniques are helpful in case the same concepts are expressed by highly similar strings and attributes. Otherwise, external resources should be used to improve matching results. These techniques are discussed as follows.

- Lexical-based (also called string-based) techniques are usually applied for comparing names, labels, and comments of ontology entities in order to find similarities between them. These objects can be considered as chains of letters. Prefix, suffix, edit distances, and n-gram similarity are lexical-based methods used in many matching systems. In these techniques, the more similar the strings are, the more likely they are to denote the same concept.

- Language-based techniques determine the similarities of concepts based on natural language processing techniques. They consider names, labels, and comments of ontology entities as words or phrases in the natural language.

- Constraint-based techniques consider internal constraints of entities. They calculate the similarity between entities based on data types, properties, cardinality, ranges, and domains of these entities.

- Informal resource-based techniques use informal resources such as pictures to determine the equivalent of entities in ontologies.

- Formal resource-based techniques depend on external resources, for example WordNet dictionary and other ontologies.

- Structural-level techniques: in contrast to element-level techniques, structural-level techniques reflect on relationships between entities in the hierarchical structure. The main well-known structure-level techniques consist of graph-based, taxonomy-based, instance-based, and model-based techniques.

  - Graph-based techniques consider the given ontologies as labeled graphs where vertices indicate classes and edges correspond to the relationships between the pairs of vertices.

  - Taxonomy-based techniques: a taxonomy consists of a set of entities organized into a hierarchical structure which is a special case of graph-based techniques. However, these methods focus only on the “is-a” relationship.
- Instance-based techniques: instances of entities are used to determine the similarities between these entities.

- Model-based techniques decide if entities base on similar semantic interpretation of these entities.

A ontology matching system can be a single-technique or multi-technique system. A single match measure, such as language-based method, can not provide a good solution for a whole matching task, so a number of the single measure should be integrated to improve results [37, 91]. Therefore, some matching techniques mentioned above are combined by using different strategies in a system instead of an individual similarity technique to increase the matching quality. A sigmoid function usually is employed to combine these strategies [69] in which the weights are automatically or manually determined. The matching strategies consist of sequential and parallel compositions. In the sequential composition, a matcher uses the alignment created in the matching process before producing the final alignment (Fig. 2.5).

![Figure 2.5: Sequential composition strategy [37]](image)

The parallel composition is a strategy to allow two or more matchers to execute independently and then aggregate their results (Fig. 2.6)

In addition, the matching process can use the auxiliary information such as dictionaries, thesauri, and input alignments to obtain semantics of concepts, synonyms, relations and so on, which improve the final alignments. For a more detailed discussion of the ontology matching techniques, see [37].
2.4. SIMILARITY FUNCTIONS

Ontology matching can be considered as identifying similarities among the entities of two given ontologies, by applying similarity functions [47]. In the beginning of the section, definitions of a distance function as well as similarity, dissimilarity, and relatedness measures are introduced, which will be needed in the thesis. After that, an overview of these measures for classification will be given.

2.4.1. DEFINITIONS

A distance function is a function determining a distance between two entities of a set. The distance function assigns a given entity pair to a real number. Let $E$ be a set of entities and $\mathbb{R}$ be a set of real numbers. For all $e_1, e_2, e_3 \in E$, a distance function on the set $E$ is a function $f : E \times E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ satisfying the four following properties [37]:

1. $f(e_1, e_2) \geq 0$ (positiveness)
2. $f(e_1, e_2) = 0$ if and only if $e_1 = e_2$ (definiteness)
3. $f(e_1, e_2) = f(e_2, e_1)$ (symmetry)
4. $f(e_1, e_3) \leq f(e_1, e_2) + f(e_2, e_3)$ (triangle inequality)

• Dissimilarity: a dissimilarity function satisfies three following properties [37]:
  - $f(e_1, e_2) \geq 0$ (positiveness)
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- \( f(e_1, e_1) = 0 \) (minimality)
- \( f(e_1, e_2) = f(e_2, e_1) \) (symmetry)

Dissimilarity is related to the distance between two entities which is the inverse of the similarity.

- Similarity Measures: the following three properties hold for a similarity measure [37]:
  - \( f(e_1, e_2) \geq 0 \) (positiveness)
  - \( f(e_1, e_1) \geq f(e_2, e_3) \) (maximality)
  - \( f(e_1, e_2) = f(e_2, e_1) \) (symmetry)

Note that a smaller dissimilarity value indicates a greater similarity between each pair of entities in the set \( E \). To determine the semantic similarities between entities, similarity measures uses synonyms and the “is-a” (hyponym/hypernym) relationship and are considered as a specific case of relatedness measures.

- Relatedness Measures: relatedness measures consider relations between entities in the hierarchy. Besides the hyponym/hypernym relations, these measures also use different types of relationships, such as meronymy and antonymy [16].

In the following subsection, a classification of measures will be explained.

2.4.2. Classification of Measures

In the literature reviews, measures are usually normalized to return the similarity values in the range of \([0,1]\) for a pair of entities of two input ontologies. These metrics can be divided into three distinct groups: string-based, language-based, and structural techniques. These techniques are briefly presented in hereafter.

- String-based measures: string-based measures consider a string representing the name of an entity as a sequence of characters. These measures focus on how sequences are similar to another one to find out the similarities between entities.

- Language-based measures: according to a linguistic point of view, the structures of strings can be totally different while they have the similar meaning,
for example, "magician" and "wizard". Therefore, to calculate the similarity between two entities based on linguistic, a resource is used for this purpose. The most popular lexicon in English is WordNet dictionary [39, 75].

- Structure-based measures: string-based and language-based measures can yield inaccurate results because these measures concentrate on the names of entities while the relationships between entities in ontologies are ignored [81]. Consider the following illustrate example.

![Image of two ontologies](image)

Figure 2.7: Another example ontologies

In case string-based and language-based measures are applied, the entities "Mouse" of two ontologies (see Fig. 2.7) are totally similar. However, these entities are dissimilarity because they belong to two given ontologies in different domains. Therefore, the structural method is implemented to determine the similarity degrees of entities.

In the next section, the well-known benchmark tests are overviewed.

### 2.5. Benchmark Tests

Several ontology matching systems using different techniques are developed for a lot of purposes. Besides matching functions, benchmark tests are used as inputs for comparing and evaluating the matching quality of these systems. There are many well-known benchmark data sets to test matching ontology systems as well as the pairs of terms which were scored by experts for similarity measures [40, 76, 111, 146]. Three benchmarks applied in the scope of this thesis are presented in the following subsections.
2.5. Benchmark Tests

2.5.1. R&G and M&C

For two R&G and M&C benchmark tests, the similarity measurements of word pairs with human-assigned similarity scores are on a scale from 0 (no similarity) to 4 (totally similar) according to the similarity of meaning. The larger relatedness between the pair of terms is, the higher the score is.

The R&G dataset including a collection of 65 pairs of English nouns was carried out by Rubenstein and Goodenough in 1965 [111]. This dataset was evaluated by 51 judges (all native English speakers) to determine the relatedness values of all pairs of nouns.

In 1991, Miller and Charles (M&C) [76] chose a subset of 30 pairs in the above dataset to experiment again. In 30 pairs of Miller and Charles dataset, there are 10 pairs at high level (the values between 3 and 4), 10 pairs at intermediate level (the values between 1 and 3) and 10 pairs at low level (the values between 0 and 1). This dataset contains judgements from 38 human subjects (all native English speakers). Obtained results by using this dataset are only concentrated meaning of terms while semantic relationships are ignored.

The correlation between experimental results by using M&C and R&G datasets is high [143]. It means these human judgements can be considered as stable and good datasets for evaluation and comparison between methods [100].

2.5.2. I^3 CON 2004

I^3 CON (The Information Interpretation and Integration Conference)\(^2\) is a repository including two development ontology pairs (Wine and Weapons) and eight test pairs of ontologies (Animals, Sports, Computer Science, Hotels, Computer Networks, Pets, Pets (with no instances), and Russia) and describing the characteristics, basic concepts of different domains. The alignments of this benchmark tests focus on equivalent relationships and the confidence value equals to 1. Each pair of this repository is created in equivalent N3 and XML formats. The target ontologies were modified and represented in different ways.

2.5.3. OAEI Benchmarks 2008

The Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative (OAEI) is an international initiative extended from the 2004 EON Ontology Alignment Contest. This benchmark is designed with the goal for evaluating the strong and weak points of ontology

\(^2\)http://www.atl.external.lmco.com/projects/ontology/i3con.html/
alignment methods and tools. The characteristics of this tests are that the alignments contain equivalent relations and the confidence degree is 1. Ontologies in this benchmark test are modified from the reference ontology #101 by discarding a lot of information and changing properties, using synonyms, extending structures and so on. The reference ontology #101 includes 33 classes, 24 object properties, 40 data properties, 56 named individuals and 20 anonymous individuals. The benchmark consists of 111 ontologies and can be divided into three categories: 101-104 (1xx), 201-266 (2xx), and 301-304 (3xx) [17].

- Tests (1xx): this is a set of simple data tests including the reference ontology, one irrelevant ontology (focuses on wine domain) and two ontologies;

- Tests (2xx): these data tests are considered systematic tests. These data tests are created by removing or adding some information to each entity of the reference ontology, for example, instances, relations, and name concepts. Therefore, these tests allow to find out the strong points and weakness of a system as well as the response of an algorithm to the different features. The features of the entities consist of:
  - Names: the name of an entity is a string allowing to recognize entities. In these tests, names are modified in different forms, such as synonyms, abbreviation, arbitrary strings, and strings in other languages than English to create the distinguishing ontologies;
  - Comments: the comment of an entity is usually a short context to describe that entity.
  - Hierarchy: the structures represent various levels of entities in ontologies. The structures can be modified by expanding, flattening or suppressing.
  - Instances: instances are named data values of entities. They can be changed by suppressing.
  - Properties: adding some restrictions and suppressing properties are the ways to produce new versions of ontologies.
  - Classes: a class can be expanded or aggregated from some classes.

- Tests (3xx): these data tests present four real-life ontologies of bibliographic references found on the web.

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
Analogous to the $I^3CON$ repository, there is no single approach returning the best results in all tests.

As we shall see in next section, the classical measures for the purpose to compare the performance of matching systems are presented.

### 2.6. Precision, Recall, F-measure, and Correlation Coefficients

This section reviews four classical measures for evaluation matching systems consisting of Precision, Recall, F-measure, and correlation coefficients. Before the definitions of each of these measures are presented, type of evaluation is mentioned in subsection 2.6.1.

#### 2.6.1. Type of Evaluation

Evaluation indicates whether a system is good or not and what the strong and weak points of a system are. Depending on the purpose, evaluation is classified into three groups including competence benchmarks, comparative evaluation, and application-specific evaluation [37], which will be outlined hereafter.

- Competence Benchmarks: for this kind of evaluation, systems execute a set of well-known tasks. The results are then used for comparing and determining the quality of these systems in term of advantages, disadvantages, and the stability of systems in the certain cases.

- Comparative Evaluation: this kind of evaluation allows systems to implement a common task on a set of datasets. Moreover, the rules and the evaluation criteria should be built clearly. The quality of a system in the comparative evaluation is also determined based on run time and memory.

- Application-specific Evaluation is a kind of evaluation in which the experimental results of systems are compared to the outputs of a real application to determine the best one. This kind of evaluation does not depend on the reference alignment, which is different from the two kinds of evaluation presented above. The application-specific and comparative evaluations can be used together.

The objective of ontology matching is that ontology matching systems try to obtain as many matched pairs of entities as possible while the false results
are restricted in the amount, which are estimated by comparing to the reference alignment. Ideally, the alignment result contains all true pairs of entities and no false pair of entities. However, all systems have not fulfilled this requirement so far. For evaluating the accuracy of matching systems, the number of found correct and incorrect results needs to find out.

Fig. 2.8 illustrates resulted sets which can be obtained after the matching process.

![Figure 2.8: An illustrative example for resulted sets [8]](image)

In the Fig. 2.8, TP (true positives) is the number of correct results, FP (false positives) is the number of incorrect results belonging to the rest of the found set, and FN (false negatives) is entities which belong to the rest of the relevant set. The higher the number of true positives is, the smaller the set of correct results is which are not found. The match quality measures used to compare are Precision, Recall, F-measure, and correlation coefficients. In the rest of this chapter, these classic measures are described in some more details.

### 2.6.2. Precision

Precision is defined as the number of true positives divided by the total number of found results and is expressed as follows:

$$\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{No. correct found correspondences}}{\text{No. found correspondences}} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (2.1)$$

As can be seen in Eq. (2.1), Precision takes values from the interval [0, 1]. In case every found correspondence is correct, the precision is perfect and its value
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equals to 1 while all relevant results might be not retrieved.

2.6.3. Recall

Recall is defined as the number of true positives divided by the total number of existing relevant results and is expressed as the following equation.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{No. correct found correspondences}}{\text{No. existing correspondences}} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{2.2}
\]

As expressed in Eq. (2.2), Recall is a value in the range [0, 1]. In case all correct results are retrieved, the recall is perfect and its value equals to 1 in which the incorrect results might be also retrieved.

2.6.4. F-measure

Normally, Precision and Recall are combined together to produce F-measure. \( F_\beta \) is used to determine the effectiveness measure and was obtained by van Rijsbergen [107] such that:

\[
F_\beta = \frac{1}{\frac{\alpha}{\text{Precision}} + \frac{1-\alpha}{\text{Recall}}} \tag{2.3}
\]

where

\[
\alpha = \frac{1}{1 + \beta^2}
\]

According to Rijsbergen [107], the \( F_\beta \) "measures the effectiveness of retrieval with respect to a user who attaches \( \beta \) times as much importance to recall as precision". The traditional F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of its Precision and Recall values (also called the F-measure or the \( F_1 \) value or the balanced F-measure because Precision and Recall values are equally weighted). Consequently, F-measure is written as follows:

\[
F\text{-measure} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{2.4}
\]

The F-measure in the Eq. (2.4) is used in this thesis. In Eq. (2.4), F-measure is a value in the range [0,1]. The F-measure value equals to 1 if only if the Precision and Recall values of 1. In case every found correspondence is incorrect, the Precision and Recall values equal to 0. As a result, the F-measure is equivalent to 0.
2.6.5. Correlation Coefficients

Another evaluation way is correlating. In this thesis, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to evaluate and compare semantic similarity measures. Suppose that two datasets \((x_1, \ldots, x_n)\) and \((y_1, \ldots, y_n)\) contain \(n\) values, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is a measure determining the linear relationship between these sets of data and is defined as:

\[
 r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x}) \times (y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}
\]

(2.5)

where

\[
 \bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i
\]

2.7. Summary

In this chapter, issues related to Semantic Web, ontology and its components (e.g. classes, attributes, relationships, and instances), and the languages of ontologies were reviewed. In addition, techniques used in ontology matching to create the alignment were also given. Similarity functions, benchmark tests (for example, R&G and M&C, \(I^3\)CON 2004, and OAEI Benchmarks 2008), and classical measures (e.g. Precision, Recall, F-measure, and correlation coefficients) for evaluating the quality of match results were provided together, which will be used in the following chapters. Furthermore, applications of ontologies and ontology matching were also discussed.

The following chapter introduces existing techniques and ontology matching systems connecting to our approaches in this thesis.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce related work in the field of ontology matching systems. From the point of view of the input information levels, the approaches of the systems can be classified into four main categories including lexical-based, structure-based, instance-based, and a combination of them. We however start with some single measures related to our approach in general. An overview about lexical methods is shown in section 3.1. A number of the existing semantic matching measures is illustrated in section 3.2 of this chapter. In the following section, several structural approaches will be discussed. Finally, the methods for finding the final alignment developed in this thesis apply different techniques, and therefore, the state of the art of available ontology matching systems will be reviewed in section 3.4, before we conclude the chapter in section 3.5.

3.1. Lexical Techniques

Lexical-based techniques are those depending on lexical chains of entities in order to decide the similarity values between these entities. The lexical similarity measures are usually used to match short strings such as entity names in ontologies, protein sequences and letter strings. In the following subsections, a brief description of these measures taken from [85] is presented.
3.1.1. Dice Coefficient

Dice coefficient (also called coincidence index) computes the similarity of two terms $A$ and $B$ as the ratio of two times the size of the intersection divided by the total number of samples in these sets and is given as [22]

$$sim(A, B) = \frac{2h}{a + b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $A$ and $B$ are different terms, $h$ is the number of common samples in $A$ and $B$, and $a$, $b$ are the numbers of samples in $A$ and $B$, respectively. Accordingly, the higher the number of common samples in $A$ and $B$, the more their similarity increases.

Dice’s measure can be described as

$$sim(A, B) = \frac{2|A \cap B|}{|A| + |B|} = \frac{2|A \cap B|}{2|A \cap B| + |A \setminus B| + |B \setminus A|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

3.1.2. N-grams Approach

N-grams of a sequence are all subsequences with a length equals to $n$. The items in these subsequences can be characters, tokens in contexts or signals in speech corpus. For example, n-grams of the string *ontology* with $n = 3$ consist of {ont, nto, tol, olo, log, ogy}. In case of n-grams of size 1, 2 or 3 they are also known as unigram, bigram or trigram, respectively. The n-grams approach is useful for comparing strings in which the number of common n-grams between two given strings are taken. Let $|c_1|$, $|c_2|$ are lengths of strings $c_1$ and $c_2$, respectively, the similarity between these strings can be presented as [37]

$$sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{|ngram(c_1) \cap ngram(c_2)|}{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|) - n + 1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

The Eq. (3.3) can be reformulated as follows:

$$sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{|ngram(c_1) \cap ngram(c_2)|}{\min(|ngram(c_1)|, |ngram(c_2)|)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

N-grams method is widely used in natural language processing, approximate matching, plagiarism detection, bioinformatics and so on. Some measures apply n-grams approach to calculate the similarity between two objects [4, 53, 65]. The combination of Dice and n-grams methods in [4, 65] to match two given concepts in ontologies is shown below.
3.1.3. Kondrak’s and Algergawy’s Methods

Kondrak [65] develops and uses a notion of n-grams similarity for calculating the similarities between words. In this method, the similarity can be written as

$$sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2|\text{ngram}(c_1) \cap \text{ngram}(c_2)|}{|\text{ngram}(c_1)| + |\text{ngram}(c_2)|} \quad (3.5)$$

As can be seen in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.5), Kondrak’s method is a specific case for Dice’s metric in which the samples correspond to n-grams.

Matching two ontologies is presented by Algergawy et al. [4], in which three similarity methods are combined in a name matcher phase. Furthermore, Dice’s expression is implemented to obtain similarities between concepts by using trigrams. Particularly, this measure applies the set of trigrams in compared strings $c_1$ and $c_2$ instead of using the number of samples in datasets. Therefore, Algergawy’s method is a specific case of Kondrak’s metric.

3.1.4. Jaccard Similarity Coefficient

Jaccard measure [54] is developed to find out the distribution of the flora in areas. The similarity related to frequency of occurrence of the flora is the number of species in common to both sets with regard to the total number of species.

Let $A$ and $B$ be arbitrary sets. Jaccard’s metric can be normalized and is presented as [54]

$$sim(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|} = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cap B| + |A \setminus B| + |B \setminus A|} \quad (3.6)$$

Applying n-grams approach to Jaccard’s measure leads to the following expression

$$sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{|\text{ngram}(c_1) \cap \text{ngram}(c_2)|}{|\text{ngram}(c_1) \cup \text{ngram}(c_2)|} \quad (3.7)$$

As can be seen in equations (3.5) and (3.7), Kondrak and Jaccard measures are quite similar. Kondrak uses the total samples of two sets instead of the union of these sets as in Jaccard’s equation.
3.1.5. Needleman-Wunsch Measure

The Needleman-Wunsch measure [80] is proposed to determine the similarities of the amino acids in two proteins. This measure pays attention to the maximum number of amino acids of one sequence that can be matched with another. Therefore, it is used to achieve the best alignment. A maximum score matrix $M(i, j)$ is built recursively, such that

$$
M(i, j) = \max \begin{cases} 
M(i-1, j-1) + s(i, j) & \text{Aligned} \\
M(i-1, j) + g & \text{Deletion} \\
M(i, j-1) + g & \text{Insertion} 
\end{cases} \quad (3.8)
$$

where $s(i, j)$ is the substitution score for characters $i$ and $j$, and $g$ is the gap score in which a gap is inserted between the characters so that similar successive characters are aligned.

3.1.6. Hamming Distance

Hamming distance [48] only applies to strings of the same sizes. With this measure, the difference between two input strings is the minimum number of substitutions that could have changed one string into the other. In case of different string lengths ($|c_1| \neq |c_2|$) and $|i|1 \leq i \leq \min(|c_1|, |c_2|)$, Hamming distance $dis(c_1, c_2)$ is modified as [37]

$$
dis(c_1, c_2) = \left( \sum_{i=1; c_1[i] \neq c_2[i]}^{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|)} 1 \right) + ||c_1| - |c_2|| \\
\max(|c_1|, |c_2|)
\right) (3.9)
$$

where $|c_1|$, $|c_2|$ are string lengths, and $c_1[i]$, $c_2[i]$ are the $i^{th}$ characters in two strings $c_1$ and $c_2$, respectively.

Besides using only the operation of substitutions, the Levenshtein distance applying insertions or deletions for comparing strings of different lengths is presented in the succeeding section.

3.1.7. Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance (also called Edit distance) [68] is a well-know string metric calculating the amount of differences between two given strings and then returning a value. This value is the total cost of the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into another. Three types of operations are used including the substitution of a character of the first string by a character of
the second string, the deletion or the insertion of a character of one string into other. The total cost of the used operations is equal to the sum of the costs of each of the operations.

Let \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) be two arbitrary strings. The similarity measure for two strings \( sim(c_1, c_2) \) is described as [73]

\[
sim(c_1, c_2) = \max\left(0, \frac{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2)}{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|)}\right)
\]

(3.10)

where \( |c_1|, |c_2| \) are lengths of strings \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), respectively, and \( ed(c_1, c_2) \) is Levenshtein measure. Note that the cost assigned to each operation here equals to 1. In case edit distance of these strings is greater the minimum number of characters of the lengths of two strings, the formula \( \min(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2) \) becomes negative. In this case, the similarity value between these strings is assigned to 0.

### 3.1.8. Jaro-Winkler Measure

The Jaro-Winkler measure [141] is based on the Jaro distance metric [56] to compute the similarity between two strings. The Jaro-Winkler measure \( sim(c_1, c_2) \) between \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) strings can be defined as follows:

\[
sim(c_1, c_2) = \sim_{Jaro}(c_1, c_2) + ip(1 - \sim_{Jaro}(c_1, c_2))
\]

(3.11)

where \( i \) is the number of the first common characters (also known as the length of the common prefix), \( p \) is a constant and is assigned to 0.1 in Winkler’s work [141] and \( \sim_{Jaro}(c_1, c_2) \) is the Jaro metric, defined as

\[
\sim_{Jaro}(c_1, c_2) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } m = 0 \\
\frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{m}{|c_1|} + \frac{m}{|c_2|} + \frac{m-t}{m} \right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(3.12)

In Eq. (3.12), \( m \) is the number of matching characters and \( t \) is the minimum number of the interchanges of characters to different positions in one string such that the matching characters in two strings are in the same order.

### 3.1.9. Tversky’s Model

In Tversky’s ratio model [133], determination of the similarity among objects is related to features of these objects. In particular, the similarity value of object \( o_1 \) to object \( o_2 \) depends on their shared and different features, so that

\[
sim(o_1, o_2) = \frac{f(\phi(o_1) \cap \phi(o_2))}{f(\phi(o_1) \cap \phi(o_2)) + \beta f(\phi(o_1) \setminus \phi(o_2)) + \gamma f(\phi(o_2) \setminus \phi(o_1))}
\]

(3.13)
where $\phi(o_1)$ and $\phi(o_2)$ represent features of $o_1$ and $o_2$, respectively, $f$ is a function of a set of features, $\phi(o_1) \cap \phi(o_2)$ presents common features of both $o_1$ and $o_2$, $\phi(o_i) \setminus \phi(o_j)$ describes features being held by $o_i$ but not in $o_j$, $(i, j = 1, 2)$. The parameters $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are adjusted and depend on which features are taken into account. Therefore, in general this model is asymmetric, it means, $sim(o_1, o_2) \neq sim(o_2, o_1)$. This model is also a general approach applied in many matching functions in the literature as well as domains [99, 114].

3.2. Semantic Techniques

The semantic-based techniques have been proposed to achieve semantic similarity and relatedness values between two considered concepts. In this section, an introduction to similarity measures extended from [84] is shown.

3.2.1. Rada’s Approach

Rada et al. [103] proposed a semantic similarity measure based on the edge-based approach. In this measure, they compute the conceptual distance between two concepts based on hypernym/hyponym relations in the taxonomy. The conceptual distance is defined as the shortest path length over all pairwise combinations of nodes. Although this measure is simple, it is only implemented in the specific domain such as medical domain.

3.2.2. Leacock&Chodorow Measure

The principle of similarity computation of Leacock and Chodorow measure [67] is also based on edge counting method. The authors calculate semantic similarity measure by considering the length of the shortest path that connects two concepts $C_1$, $C_2$ and the maximum depth in WordNet hierarchy. The measure is described as follows:

$$sim_{LC}(C_1, C_2) = -\log \frac{len(C_1, C_2)}{2D}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.14)

where $len(C_1, C_2)$ represents the length of the shortest path between two concepts $C_1$ and $C_2$, $D$ represents the maximum depth in WordNet.
3.2.3. Sussna’s Measure

Sussna et al.’s work [127] deals with the basis of edge counting-based measures. However, their measure is extended with weighted edges in which weights depend on relation types. The conceptual distance is a function of the shortest weighted path between two nodes and is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{dist}_S(C_1, C_2) = \frac{w(C_1 \rightarrow_r C_2) + w(C_2 \rightarrow_{r'} C_1)}{2 \times \max(\text{depth}(C_1), \text{depth}(C_2))} \tag{3.15}
\]

where \( \rightarrow_r \) and \( \rightarrow_{r'} \) are relationships of type \( r \) and its inverse (for example, “is-a” and “is-a-subclass-of” are inverse relationships), \( w(C_1 \rightarrow_r C_2) \) and \( w(C_2 \rightarrow_{r'} C_1) \) are the weights of edges of types \( r \) and \( r' \), and \( \text{depth}(C_1) \) and \( \text{depth}(C_2) \) are the depths of nodes, respectively.

3.2.4. Resnik’s Metric

Resnik [105] applies an information content approach to obtain semantic similarity of two words in an “is-a” taxonomy. General property of information content approach is that the more abstract a concept, the lower its information content because information content of a concept depends on the annotation statistics related to that concept. Resnik’s metric can be used for any domain, but requires a corpus to calculate the frequencies of concept occurrences. The key idea of Resnik’s approach is that the information content of the nearest common ancestor of two concepts represents the similarity value of these two nodes:

\[
\text{sim}_R(C_1, C_2) = \text{IC}(\text{nca}(C_1, C_2)) \tag{3.16}
\]

where \( \text{nca}(C_1, C_2) \) is the nearest common ancestor of two nodes and \( \text{IC} \) means the information content. However, one disadvantage of this approach is that the similarities of pairs of any two concepts are the same in case the nearest common ancestor of these pairs of concepts is the same. A number of measures such as Jiang&Conrath [59] and Lin et al. [71] measures later extend Resnik’s measure with more factors.

3.2.5. Jiang&Conrath’s and Lin’s Metrics

While Resnik measure uses the information content of the nearest common ancestor of concepts, Jiang&Conrath [59] and Lin et al. [71] measures combine the information content of individual concepts and the nearest common ancestor of
these concepts together. The distance function of Jiang & Conrath and Lin's similarity measure can be defined as follows, respectively.

\[ \text{dist}_{JC}(C_1, C_2) = IC(C_1) + IC(C_2) - 2 \times IC(nca(C_1, C_2)) \] (3.17)

and

\[ \text{sim}_L(C_1, C_2) = \frac{2 \times IC(nca(C_1, C_2))}{IC(C_1) + IC(C_2)} \] (3.18)

### 3.2.6. Alvarez’s and Li2003’s Measures

For Alvarez's and Li2003's measures, the authors combine three factors, that are the shortest path length, the gloss overlapping and the depth of the nearest common ancestor of nodes \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) to get the similarity score of these nodes (see more in detail [5, 70]).

### 3.2.7. Bin’s Measure

Shi Bin et al.'s measure computes the path lengths, local density and the connection power between two nodes and then integrates them with edge weights (see more in detail [13]).

### 3.2.8. Wu & Palmer’s Metric

Wu and Palmer [142] proposed a similarity metric based on the edge-based approach. In their measure, the similarity is determined by the depths of the two input concepts in the taxonomy along with the depth of the nearest common ancestor. Particularly, it is expressed by the following formula:

\[ \text{sim}_{WP}(C_1, C_2) = \frac{2 \times N}{N_1 + N_2} \] (3.19)

where \( N_1 \), \( N_2 \), and \( N \) are the lengths of the paths which separate nodes \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \), and the nearest common ancestor of these nodes from the root, respectively. The feature of this method is that it is based on edge-counting so it is computationally efficient compared to other approaches. For this reason, Wu & Palmer's method is considered as a backbone for our proposed measure. However, the similarity values obtained by this method are slightly far from the human judgements because the authors ignore the semantic relationships of concepts which should be considered.
3.2.9. Slimani’s Measure

In [120] the authors improve Wu & Palmer’s measure by multiplying a penalization factor in order to deal with inadequate situations where the similarity of two neighbors should be lower than the similarity of two concepts in the same hierarchy. The Slimani’s measure is defined as

\[ sim_{\text{Slimani}}(C_1, C_2) = \frac{2 * N}{N_1 + N_2} * PF(C_1, C_2) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

where \( PF(C_1, C_2) \) is a penalization factor such that

\[ PF(C_1, C_2) = (1 - \lambda) * (\min(N_1, N_2) - N) + \lambda * (|N_1 - N_2| + 1)^{-1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

and \( N_1, N_2, \) and \( N \) are the lengths of the paths from each node to the root and from the nearest common ancestor of two nodes to the root, respectively, the coefficient \( \lambda \) indicates 0 in case two concepts in the same hierarchy or 1 in case two concepts in neighborhood, and \( \min(N_1, N_2) \) represents the minimum value between \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \).

In summary, all measures aforementioned have a common point which depends on the structure such as “is-a” relations in WordNet hierarchy and on additional information. However, a major problem with these measures is that they omit relationships connecting the input concepts. Since WordNet is a complex network, there are a lot of concepts connecting to others in irregular way i.e., a concept might have many fathers or the relationships are overlapping. Furthermore, WordNet is a semantic network so we argue that the different relations between concepts should be used to compute the semantic similarity values. Our measure will pay attention to this feature (see more in detail chapter 5).

3.3. Structural Techniques

The structure-based techniques consider the position of the concepts and the relationships among ontologies. The intuition of these approaches is that two concepts of the ontologies are similar if their structures are similar. However, structure-based methods usually calculate the similarity of two concepts in the ontologies based on parents, neighbors, children or leaves. Many ontology matching methods have been proposed to obtain alignments among entities of given ontologies. In this section, some approaches related to structural techniques are briefly presented.
3.3.1. Inexact Matching Approach

In the paper [29], the authors consider the matching of two ontologies as a maximum likelihood problem and resolve it by using the expectation-maximization technique. In particular, ontology schemas are modeled as directed graphs and then the structural, lexical, and instance methods are applied to take mappings between these graphs. In this approach, the structural similarities between nodes take account of neighbors. Moreover, in case choosing exact matched results is difficult, inexact matching is employed to find a best possible correspondence.

3.3.2. OLA Tool

OLA [38] is an automatic matching tool which constructs graphs from the input ontologies and combines two techniques, that are concept-based and structure-based techniques, to match these graphs. However, in the alignment process, OLA only considers contributions of all the similarities of neighbors in the same type.

3.3.3. ASMOV Algorithm

The approach used in ASMOV [58] integrates lexical, structural and extensional methods for the calculation of similarities and then performs semantic verification based on the pre-alignment in which the alignment is obtained by the greedy algorithm. For calculating the relational similarities, the parents and children of the entities are taken into account. Algorithm is similar to OLA, but it has more flexibility to the calculations for different features.

3.3.4. RiMOM System

To achieve the optimal alignment, RiMOM [129] applies different strategies such as lexical-based, constraint-based and linguistic-based techniques. Additional, it also uses a taxonomic technique. However, in this approach, it only considers the direct super-concepts and sub-concepts of a node. The individual results are then combined by using the linear-interpolation method.

3.3.5. VBOM Technique

VBOM [34] is a structural-based technique for automated ontology alignment which matches entities based on vector similarity algorithms and then applies two heuristic rules to enhance the matching quality. This approach transfers the
relationships and entities of the given ontologies into the space of vectors in \( N \) dimensions. Particularly, each entity contains a vector with the weights of its ancestors and successors classes. The similarity degree between two concepts is computed by the cosine of the pair of these concept vectors.

### 3.3.6. MLMA+ Approach

MLMA+ algorithm [3] and its improvement [2] are approaches using neighbor searching techniques to find the best method for matching. These approaches consider the given ontologies as labeled directed graphs, apply well-known individual matching techniques at two levels and then combine the techniques to improve the overall resulting correspondences.

### 3.3.7. DSI Method

In [126] the structural similarities of nodes are calculated by the similarities of pairs of parents as well as these of siblings. The authors proposed the DSI method which allows ancestors of a concept to identify that concept. It is known that different ontologies have different characteristics. In case two ontologies do not have the same depth they can omit some pairs of nodes similarities because they only take care of pairs of ancestors at the same generation.

### 3.3.8. Anchor-PROMPT Algorithm

The Anchor-PROMPT is an algorithm that calculates semantically similarities between nodes in graphs. In [90] the authors analyze similar paths between a set of anchor matches to obtain new concept mappings. In other words, if two pairs of nodes from the input ontologies are similar and there are paths connecting the nodes then the entities in those paths are similar. This measure tries to find relationships between entities based on the primary relations recognized before.

### 3.3.9. Similarity Flooding Algorithm

Similarity flooding algorithm is established in [74]. The authors build PCGs and use structural characteristics for propagating similarities between elements on a directed labeled graph. This approach finds similarities in the graph structure. It spreads the similarity from similar nodes to their neighbors and back based on propagation coefficients.
3.3.10. The Structure-based Similarity Spreading Method

The structure-based similarity spreading method [139] executes ontology matching in three phases. In the first phase, the centroid concepts are selected from the input ontologies by using linguistic similarities between entities. Note that only concepts in two ontologies in which their similarity values equal to 1 are picked. In the next step, the local similarities of nodes are established by the centroid concepts through a partition technique. The structural method based on the similarity flooding algorithm is then used to improve the similarities and the greedy matching method is employed to determine the best match solution.

3.3.11. Other Approaches

The author in [118] represents ontologies and schemas as graphs. Using these graphs can help to calculate the weighted value for each node on the graph using the lexical similarity of ancestors. However, this method only calculates the values up to the grandparent level.

The authors in [24, 72] map structural similarities based on children and leaves. The COMA approach [24] assumes that two non-leaf elements can be considered similar if their children and leaves are similar while the Cupid approach [72] realizes that two objects which are not leaves are similar if their leaf sets are highly similar.

The proposed method in [1] implements three phases to retrieve the possible matching solution. The lexical and structural measures are applied in the first two phases in which the lexical similarity method produces a bag of words and the structural approach generates a grid around each entity in the ontologies by linking it with its neighbors and the neighbor of its neighbors. The structural similarity can be computed based on these grids. The third phase then combines the component matrices to achieve the final results.

3.4. Ontology Matching Systems

In the previous chapter, we have pointed out that ontology matching systems can be produced by combining several different techniques. Many of the systems discussed below are covered in the book by Jérôme and Euzenat [37]. In the scope of this thesis, some of the most systems that have been applied so far to the task of matching based on structures are summarized. In general, structural-based ontology matching systems consider information of structure in the hierarchy
to find the matching entities of given ontologies, in which our approach is also concentrated on. Another reason to chose these systems is that these systems are evaluated based on the same benchmark, the OAEI 2008 test set, which is convenient and fair in comparison.

3.4.1. CIDER

CIDER [44] applies ontology matching techniques to determine similarities between classes and properties based on the labels, structures, instances, and semantics in OWL or RDF ontologies. This system extracts terms based on their semantic by using an external resources such as WordNet up to a fixed depth. The similarities between these terms are then computed based on lexical, taxonomical and relational techniques. In particular, the system employs Levenshtein edit distance metric for calculating similarities between labels and descriptions, a vector space model to achieve structural similarities, and an artificial neural network to integrate similarities. CIDER uses thresholds to extract one-to-one alignments.

3.4.2. SPIDER

Spider [112] combines two subsystems: CIDER and Scarlet where Scarlet investigates online ontologies automatically to obtain different types of relations between two concepts, for example, equivalence, subsumption, disjointness, and named relationships by applying derivation rules.

3.4.3. GeRoMeSuite

GeRoMeSuite [61] is a flexible model management tool using the metamodel GeRoMe [60]. This system executes a number of matching techniques, for example, string-based, semantics-based, and structure-based methods. Additionally, GeRoMeSuite approach can load XML Schema and OWL ontologies and then performs alignment task.

3.4.4. MLMA+

MLMA+ [3] implements a matching algorithm in two levels where the structure-based method at the second level is followed by the name and linguistic similarities at the first level to obtain the final matching results. Besides, MLMA+ suggests a list of similarity measures which should be used to improve the overall
similarity results. The final alignment of this system is a many-to-many cardinality.

3.4.5. Anchor-Flood

Similar to the MLMA+ system, Anchor-Flood [116] combines lexical-based, structure-based, and semantics-based similarity measures to calculate the correspondences between fragments in RDFS and OWL ontologies and then returns one-to-one alignments. However, this approach computes the similarity between terms through the Winkler-based string metric, which is different from MLMA+.

3.4.6. DSSim

DSSim [79] is an ontology matching framework using the structures in the hierarchy to find the confidence degrees between concepts and properties in the two large scale ontologies. In addition, the Monge-Elkan and Jaccard similarity measures are used for calculating similarities between strings and WordNet dictionary, which can be employed in determining semantics. DSSim system utilizes inputs as OWL and SKOS ontologies and gives outputs as one-to-one alignments.

3.4.7. Lily

Lily [137] combines three ontology matchers including Generic ontology matching method (GOM), Large scale ontology matching (LOM), and Semantic ontology matching (SOM) to compute one-to-one alignments. After a preprocessing step, Lily applies measures to determine the similarity between entities in given ontologies including string-based, structure-based, semantics-based, and instance-based comparison algorithms. Then ontology mapping debugging technique is applied for the post-processing step to find the best possible matching solution.

3.4.8. MapPSO

MapPSO [14] combines the SMOA string distance, structure-based, WordNet-based and vector space similarity approaches, and ordered weighted average method to obtain one-to-one matching between concepts and properties in large OWL ontologies. In addition, the MapPSO approach considers the finding of the correspondences as an optimization problem.
3.4.9. **TaxoMap**

TaxoMap [46] further develops its previous version presented in [147]. In this new implementation, TaxoMap applies ontology matching techniques including the linguistic, 3-grams, structural similarity methods, and heuristic rules to obtain one-to-many cardinality between concepts. Besides, TaxoMap approach only concentrates on the labels and the relationships between the concepts in the hierarchy. The difference from the old version is that TaxoMap system runs on large scale ontologies.

3.4.10. **Akbari & Fathian**

Akbari & Fathian [1] is a combined approach to identify correspondences between entities in the source and target ontologies. This system computes the lexical similarities of class names, object properties and data properties, and the structural similarities of class names and then integrates similarity matrices to produce the final alignment by using the weighted mean.

3.4.11. **AgreementMaker**

AgreementMaker system [18] matches concepts in the given ontologies by comparing their information available, for example, labels, comments, annotations, and instances. This system can deal with XML, RDFS, OWL, and N3 ontologies and then applies lexical, syntactic, structural, and semantic methods. The total values are aggregated through the weighted average method to match one entity to one entity.

3.4.12. **ASCO**

ASCO [7] is an automatic ontology matching system. It uses RDF(S) ontologies and implements the linguistic and structural phases for finding the corresponding matches between entities in the considered ontologies. Besides, this approach applies several well-known measures, for example, Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein, Monger-Elkan, and computes the semantic similarities based on WordNet dictionary. The weighted sum method is then used in integrating the partial similarities to yield one-to-one or one-to-many alignments. ASCO2 [6] is developed to work with OWL ontologies.
3.5. Summary

The current chapter was closed by a list of well-known ontology matching systems. We revised approaches to existing automatic structural ontology matching systems tested on the benchmark dataset of the 2008 OAEI. In addition to that, the presented overview sections provided a wide variety of related approaches. These techniques are used for almost all matching systems and will be also applied in our integrated approach for measuring the similarity values.

In the following chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, our own contribution to the individual techniques as well as an approach combining these techniques together will be discussed.
Measurement of similarity plays an important role in data mining and information retrieval. Several techniques for calculating the similarities between objects have been proposed so far, for example, lexical-based, structure-based and instance-based measures. In the scope of this chapter, a lexical similarity approach combining information-theoretic model and edit distance is developed to determine correspondences among the concept labels. Precision, Recall and F-measure as well as partial OAEI 2008 benchmark tests are used to evaluate the proposed method. The results show that our approach is flexible and has some prominent features compared to other lexical-based methods.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First of all, a short introduction to our measure is given in section 4.1. In section 4.2, a similarity measure taking into account text strings is proposed. In section 4.3, we describe our experimental results, give an evaluation as well as a discussion of our measure and compare it with other approaches applying Precision, Recall and F-measure. Then conclusions and future works are presented in section 4.4. Finally, a summary in section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
4.1. Introduction

A number of similarity measures for determining the similarities between objects have been proposed so far, applied in many well-known areas. Among these, lexical similarity metrics find correspondences between given strings. These measures are usually applied for ontology matching systems, information integration, bioinformatics, plagiarism detection, pattern recognition and spell checkers. The lexical techniques are based on the fact that the more the characters in strings are similar, the more the similarity values increase. Existing lexical-based measures usually based on either n-grams or Dice’s approaches to obtain the similarity degrees between strings (see more section 3.1). The advantage of these measures is a good performance. Moreover, n-grams metrics could be extended in case the parameter $n$ is adjusted. However, they have the disadvantage that they do not return reasonable results in some situations where strings are quite similar or the sets of characters are the same but their positions are different in strings. To deal with this problem, a similarity approach based on the combination of features-based and element-based measures is proposed. In particular, it is combined from information-theoretic model and edit-distance measure. Consequently, common and different properties with respect to characters in strings as well as editing and non-editing operations are considered.

4.2. Combining Information-Theoretic and Edit Distance Measures

4.2.1. Our Lexical Similarity Measure

In this section, a lexical similarity measure is proposed. Our approach is motivated on Tversky’s set-theoretical model [133] and Levenshtein measure [68]. We agree that the similarities among entities depend on their commonalities and differences based on the intuitions in [71]. The well-known metrics applying Tversky’s model take into account features of compared objects such as intrinsic information content [99, 100], the number of shared superconcepts [10], the number of common attributes, instances and relational classes [138] in ontologies. In contrast with existing approaches, the objective of our metric is to focus on the features in terms of the contents of the characters and their positions in strings. In particularly, our measure is related to editing and non-editing operations.
As mentioned earlier, Tversky’s model is a general approach considering the common and different features of objects in which the different features are represented by their proportions through parameters $\beta$ and $\gamma$. In our method, $f$ reflects the cardinality of a set, a parameter $\alpha$ is added to the common feature in Eq. 3.13 in chapter 3. Consequently, the similarity is given by

$$sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)| + \beta|\phi(c_1) \backslash \phi(c_2)| + \gamma|\phi(c_2) \backslash \phi(c_1)|}$$

(4.1)

where the parameters $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are subjected to a constraint: $\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1$.

According to Tversky’s model, the similarity between two objects does not need to satisfy the symmetrical property because it depends on the remarkable feature of each object. However, regarding to our point of view the similarity of two strings should be a symmetric function, the differences between these strings have the same contribution, and the parameters $\beta$ and $\gamma$ can be considered to be equal. Therefore, our measure $Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2)$ can be rewritten as

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)| + \beta|\phi(c_1) \backslash \phi(c_2)| + \beta|\phi(c_2) \backslash \phi(c_1)|}$$

(4.2)

where $\alpha + 2\beta = 1$ and $\alpha, \beta \neq 0$.

In case $\alpha = \beta = \gamma = \frac{1}{3}$, our measure can be written as

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{\alpha(|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)| + |\phi(c_1) \\backslash \phi(c_2)| + |\phi(c_2) \\backslash \phi(c_1)|)}$$

(4.3)

$$= \frac{|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{|\phi(c_1) \cup \phi(c_2)|}$$

(4.4)

which coincides with the Jaccard’s measure.

The representation of the Dice’s approach can be obtained by setting $\beta = \gamma = \frac{1}{2} \alpha$. Indeed,

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{\alpha|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)| + \frac{1}{2}\alpha|\phi(c_1) \\backslash \phi(c_2)| + \frac{1}{2}\alpha|\phi(c_2) \\backslash \phi(c_1)|}$$

(4.5)

$$= \frac{2|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)|}{|\phi(c_1)| + |\phi(c_2)|}$$

(4.6)

In this work, features of strings are chosen as the contents and positions of characters. It is the number of deletions, insertions and substitutions. Moreover, the Levenshtein measure is used to achieve common and different values
between two strings. The editing operations can be regarded as the difference, while non-editing can be reflected on commonalities. These values are then applied to Tversky’s model.

Accordingly, common features between two strings are obtained by subtracting the total cost of the operations needed to transform one string into another from the maximum length of these strings and is represented as

$$|\phi(c_1) \cap \phi(c_2)| = \max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2)$$ (4.7)

The differences between two strings are:

$$|\phi(c_1) \setminus \phi(c_2)| = |c_1| - \max(|c_1|, |c_2|) + ed(c_1, c_2)$$ (4.8)

and

$$|\phi(c_2) \setminus \phi(c_1)| = |c_2| - \max(|c_1|, |c_2|) + ed(c_1, c_2)$$ (4.9)

respectively.

Our similarity measure for two strings \((c_1, c_2)\) based on Levenshtein measure becomes:

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha(max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2))}{\alpha(max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2)) + \beta(|c_1| + |c_2| - 2\max(|c_1|, |c_2|) + 2ed(c_1, c_2))}$$ (4.10)

where \(|c_1|, |c_2|\) are lengths of strings \(c_1\) and \(c_2\), respectively; \(ed(c_1, c_2)\) is Levenshtein measure and \(\alpha + 2\beta = 1\).

In case \(\beta = \frac{1}{2}\alpha\) and the lengths of two strings are the same then our measure can be formalized as:

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{\alpha(max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2))}{\alpha(max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2)) + 2\alpha(|c_1| + |c_2| - 2\max(|c_1|, |c_2|) + 2ed(c_1, c_2))}$$ (4.11)

When the lengths of two strings are the same, we have \(\max(|c_1|, |c_2|) = \min(|c_1|, |c_2|) = |c_1| = |c_2|\), substitution in Eq. (4.11) yields

$$Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2\alpha(max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2))}{\alpha(|c_1| + |c_2|)} = \frac{2\alpha(min(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2))}{2\alpha(min(|c_1|, |c_2|))} = \frac{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2)}{\min(|c_1|, |c_2|)}$$ (4.12)
which is similar to the Levenshtein’s measure.

### 4.2.2. Properties of Our Lexical Similarity Measure

In this section, the properties of our similarity measure $Lex\_sim$ are discussed. Our measure represented in Eq. (4.10) satisfies three properties of a similarity measure (see Section 2.4.1) as follows [37]:

- **Positiveness:** $\forall c_1, c_2 : Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) \geq 0$

  **Proof.** Without loss of generality, we can assume that $|c_1| \geq |c_2|$.
  Therefore, we have $|c_1| - |c_2| \leq ed(c_1, c_2) \leq |c_1|$.
  $\Rightarrow 0 \leq 2|c_2| - 2|c_1| + 2ed(c_1, c_2) \leq |c_1| + |c_2| - 2|c_1| + 2ed(c_1, c_2)$
  and $ed(c_1, c_2) \leq |c_1|$
  $\Rightarrow 0 \leq |c_1| - |c_2| - 2\max(|c_1|, |c_2|) + 2ed(c_1, c_2)$
  and $\max(|c_1|, |c_2|) - ed(c_1, c_2) \geq 0$
  Because $\alpha, \beta > 0$, $Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) \geq 0$. □

- **Maximality:** $\forall c_1, c_2, c_3 : Lex\_sim(c_1, c_1) \geq Lex\_sim(c_2, c_3)$

  **Proof.** The values of our measure were taken in the range of $[0, 1]$. Indeed, $|c_2| + |c_3| - 2\max(|c_2|, |c_3|) + 2ed(c_2, c_3) \geq 0$ and $\max(|c_2|, |c_3|) - ed(c_2, c_3) \geq 0$, so $Lex\_sim(c_2, c_3) \leq 1$.
  Moreover, we have $Lex\_sim(c_1, c_1) = 1$.
  Therefore, $Lex\_sim(c_1, c_1) \geq Lex\_sim(c_2, c_3)$. □

  $Lex\_sim(c_2, c_3) = 1$ if and only if $(|c_2| + |c_3| - 2\max(|c_2|, |c_3|) + 2ed(c_2, c_3)) = 0$, it means $c_2$ and $c_3$ are similar.

- **Symmetry:** $\forall c_1, c_2 : Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = Lex\_sim(c_2, c_1)$

  **Proof.** Because the entities $c_1$ and $c_2$ have the same contribution in our lexical measure, $Lex\_sim(c_1, c_2) = Lex\_sim(c_2, c_1)$ $\forall c_1, c_2$. □

In order to evaluate the performance of our lexical similarity measure, experiments and results are shown in the following section.
4.3. Experiments and Discussions

We used ontologies taken from the OAEI benchmark 2008 to test and evaluate the performance of our measure and other approaches through comparing between their output and reference alignments. This benchmark consists of ontologies modified from the reference ontology 101 by changing properties, using synonyms, extending structures and so on. Since the measures here concentrate on calculating the string-based similarity, only ontologies relating to modified labels and the real bibliographic ontologies are chosen to evaluate. Consequently, the considered ontologies consist of 101, 204, 301, 302, 303 and 304. Actually, these chosen ontologies are quite suitable for the validation and comparison among Needleman-Wunsch, Jaro-Winkler, Levenshtein, normalized Kondrak’s method combining Dice and n-grams approaches, with using the same classical metrics. These classical measures (Precision, Recall, and F-measure) are described in section 2.6.

Precision, Recall, F-measure and their average values for six pairs of ontologies are presented in Table 4.1. Note that these results in Table 4.1 are obtained by means of thresholds changed for nine different values from 0.5 to 0.9 with the increment of 0.05; in addition, two parameters including $\alpha = 0.2$ and $\beta = 0.4$ were applied. Based on each threshold value, the alignments are achieved for five participants. Then average Precision, Recall and F-measure for all these thresholds were calculated.

In Table 4.1, our measure gives premier value of average F-measure compared to those of other methods. It clearly indicates that our approach is more effective than the others. Moreover, both our measure and Levenshtein’s are slightly better than Kondrak’s metric for each pair of ontologies. For the ontology 101, when compared to itself, all methods above produce the values of Precision, Recall and F-measure to be 1.0. The value of Recall is quite important because it lets us estimate the number of true positives which is compared to the number of existing correspondences in the reference alignment. In general, with the same value of Recall, the measure which is better provides higher Precision. Although Recall values of Levenshtein, Kondrak, Jaro-Winkler, Needleman-Wunsch measures and ours are similar for ontology 301, our measure gives better Precision values than those of these measures. That means our approach is better than existing methods. Since ontology 301 consists of concepts which are slightly or completely modified from the reference ontology, the number of obtained true positive concepts are the same for string-based metrics mentioned before. Thus, in this case Recall measures have the same values in all methods. Because on-
Table 4.1: Average Precision, Recall and F-measure values of different methods for six pairs of ontologies with thresholds changed (Pre.=Precision, Rec.=Recall, F.=F-measure).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>101</th>
<th>204</th>
<th>301</th>
<th>302</th>
<th>303</th>
<th>304</th>
<th>Avg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levenshtein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaro-Winkler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needleman-Wunsch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.618</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.541</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondrak</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tology 204 only contains concepts modified from the reference one by adding underscores, abbreviations and so on, the measures achieve the rather high results of F-measure. Ontology 304 has similar vocabularies to the ontology 101, so Precision and Recall values which are achieved for this pair of ontologies are also good. Jaro-Winkler measure is also known as a good approach because its average Recall value is slightly higher than others. However its average Precision is significantly lower than others, for example: 0.773 compared to 0.930, 0.786, 0.899 and 0.957. Therefore, the number of obtained false positive concepts of Jaro-Winkler is higher than other measures. This phenomenon occurs in the same manner in the pairs of ontologies 302 and 303.
Table 4.2: Average Precision, Recall and F-measure values of different methods for six pairs of ontologies with nine thresholds (Pre.=Precision, Rec.=Recall, F.=F-measure).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thresholds</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.55</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.65</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.75</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>0.9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levenshtein</td>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>0.8942</td>
<td>0.8921</td>
<td>0.8921</td>
<td>0.8975</td>
<td>0.9404</td>
<td>0.9458</td>
<td>0.9458</td>
<td>0.9823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>0.8255</td>
<td>0.8173</td>
<td>0.8173</td>
<td>0.8199</td>
<td>0.8377</td>
<td>0.8402</td>
<td>0.8373</td>
<td>0.8451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaro-Winkler</td>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>0.6755</td>
<td>0.6799</td>
<td>0.6814</td>
<td>0.7003</td>
<td>0.7638</td>
<td>0.8273</td>
<td>0.8438</td>
<td>0.8914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.8082</td>
<td>0.8009</td>
<td>0.8009</td>
<td>0.8009</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>0.7268</td>
<td>0.7298</td>
<td>0.7277</td>
<td>0.7402</td>
<td>0.7761</td>
<td>0.7987</td>
<td>0.8074</td>
<td>0.8244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needleman-Wunsch</td>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>0.6346</td>
<td>0.6357</td>
<td>0.6531</td>
<td>0.7485</td>
<td>0.8281</td>
<td>0.8544</td>
<td>0.8674</td>
<td>0.9049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>0.7939</td>
<td>0.7866</td>
<td>0.7866</td>
<td>0.7794</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>0.6929</td>
<td>0.6916</td>
<td>0.7031</td>
<td>0.7607</td>
<td>0.7950</td>
<td>0.8024</td>
<td>0.8093</td>
<td>0.8208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kondrak</td>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>0.8511</td>
<td>0.8510</td>
<td>0.8593</td>
<td>0.8593</td>
<td>0.9049</td>
<td>0.9120</td>
<td>0.9374</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>0.7836</td>
<td>0.7785</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7592</td>
<td>0.7491</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
<td>0.7146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>0.8076</td>
<td>0.8048</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.8141</td>
<td>0.8115</td>
<td>0.8027</td>
<td>0.7989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our measure</td>
<td>Pre.</td>
<td>0.9147</td>
<td>0.9404</td>
<td>0.9404</td>
<td>0.9458</td>
<td>0.9458</td>
<td>0.9823</td>
<td>0.9823</td>
<td>0.9821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rec.</td>
<td>0.7836</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7743</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7693</td>
<td>0.7642</td>
<td>0.7385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F.</td>
<td>0.8321</td>
<td>0.8377</td>
<td>0.8377</td>
<td>0.8402</td>
<td>0.8373</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.8451</td>
<td>0.8294</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Let us consider average Precision, Recall and F-measure values of different methods for six pairs of ontologies with nine thresholds separately. As can be seen in Table 4.2, our measure and Levenshtein measure are still better than Kondrak’s measure in general. For thresholds in the range of [0.8, 0.9], Precision values of all methods are very high so average F-measure values are quite high. For the threshold value is equal to 0.7, our measure and Levenshtein’s measure are only a little bit different in term of F-measure value: 0.8373 and 0.8377, respectively. In other cases, our measure is the best one.

![Figure 4.1: Average Precision of measures for six pairs of ontologies with different thresholds](image)

Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 present average Precision, Recall and F-measure of measures for six pairs of ontologies with thresholds changed, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2, Recall values have only a little bit changed with all measures. Therefore, F-measure have been changed when Precision values have been changed. In figures 4.1 and 4.3, Precision and F-measure obtained by Levenshtein and our approaches are higher than those of the other measures in general, so these two methods are used to make a more detailed comparison.

It is clear that our measure depends on parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ due to its derivation from information-theoretic approach. To determine the range of parame-
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Figure 4.2: Recall of measures for six pairs of ontologies with different thresholds

 ters in our measure which could obtain good results, parameter $\alpha$ changed for
six different values from 0.2 to 0.7 with an increment of 0.1. The average Preci-
sion, Recall and F-measure of these two measures for six pairs of ontologies with
thresholds and these parameters are presented in Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Levenshtein</th>
<th>Our Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\alpha = 0.2$</td>
<td>$\alpha = 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-measure</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that increasing parameter $\alpha$ leads to our Precision value de-
creasing and our Recall value increasing. When $\alpha = 0.5$, our measure is similar to
Dice’s measure. However, our F-measure is lower than Levenshtein’s. In the fol-
lowing experiment, parameter $\alpha$ takes values from the interval [0.2, 0.4] with an
increment of 0.05. The results of average Precision, Recall and F-measure of our
measure for six pairs of ontologies with these parameters are described in [86]. Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 represent average Precision, Recall and F-measure of two measures for six pairs of ontologies with thresholds and parameters changed, respectively. In Fig. 4.5, Recall values are almost the same. In this case, Precision values are the higher the better. As can be seen in Fig. 4.4, the higher parameter \( \alpha \) is, the lower the Precision value is. To obtain good Precision values, parameter \( \alpha \) should be chosen between 0.2 and 0.35. Consequently, \( \beta \) is in range from 0.4 to 0.325. Moreover, Precision values obtained by our method in this range are quite stable when compared to Levenshtein’s measure.

Besides the above evaluation, our measure is also more rational in several cases. For example, given two strings \( c_1 = \text{“glass”} \) and \( c_2 = \text{“grass”} \). There is only one edit transforming \( c_1 \) into \( c_2 \): the substitution of “l” with “r”. Therefore, the Levenshtein distance between two strings \( \text{glass} \) and \( \text{grass} \) is 1. Applying Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (4.10), the similarity between two strings \( \text{glass} \) and \( \text{grass} \) is 0.8 while the similarity degree of our measure yields 0.5. In fact, the two strings \( \text{glass} \) and \( \text{grass} \) describe different objects. While the Levenshtein measure returns the height similarity score value (0.8), the result 0.5 of our measure is quite reasonable. In another example, if \( n \geq 2 \) then two strings \( \text{Rep} \) and \( \text{Rap} \) have no n-grams in com-
mon. In this case, applying Dice's measure to these strings brings the dissimilarity. Additionally, the family of Dice's methods has a characteristic which relies on the set of samples but not on their positions. Since the sets of bigrams of two strings *Label* and *Belab* including \{la, ab, be, el\} are the same, the similarity value of these strings equal to 1, which seems inappropriate. In short, our approach overcomes the limits of these cases.
4.4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, a new lexical-based approach was proposed, which considered the similarity of sequences by combining feature-based and element-based measures. This approach is motivated by Tversky’s and Levenshtein’s measures; however, it is completely different from original lexical methods previously presented. The main idea of our approach is that the similarity value of two given concepts depends not only on the contents but also on the editing operations of these concepts in strings. For Levenshtein’s measure, it focus on the number of edit-
ing operations in order to change one string into another string. For Tversky's model, the more common features and the less different features are, the higher the similarity values between objects are obtained. For this reason, the combination of the two above models reduces the limitations of other methods. The experimental validation of the proposed metric has been conducted through six pairs of ontologies in the benchmark dataset of the 2008 OAEI, and compared to four common similarity metrics including Jaro-Winkler, Needleman-Wunsch, Kondrak and Levenshtein metrics. The results show that our sequence similarity metric provides good values compared to other existing metrics. Moreover, our
metric can be considered as a general and flexible lexical approach. In particular, adjusting the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ produces the popular measures making convenient experiments. It can also be implemented in many domains in which strings are short such as labels of concepts in ontologies, proteins and so on.

In this work, strings are considered as a set of characters. However, they can be extended to the set of tokens in which the similarity between chunks in plagiarism detection is calculated. Besides, our string-based similarity metric might also be combined with relations between entities in ontologies using WordNet dictionary to improve the semantic similarity of pairs of these entities.

**4.5. Summary**

This chapter illustrated the combination of information-theoretic and edit distance measures. Additionally, properties of the proposed measure which need to satisfy the characteristics of similarity functions are given. Some experimental results and discussions were presented in this chapter.

In the next chapter of this thesis, a new approach, which exploit the semantic information to find correspondences is introduced.
Several approaches for computing semantic similarity and relatedness measures between terms have been developed. This chapter proposes a new semantic similarity measure between two nodes concentrating on nouns as well as their hypernym/hyponym relationships based on the structure of WordNet. In particular, the similarity of two given nouns depends not only on their positions in the hierarchy but also on their relevancy connections. Moreover, the characteristics of this method are that it is based on edge-counting and does not need a large corpus so it is computationally efficient.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 introduces semantic similarity methods and the major idea of our approach. In section 5.2, our semantic similarity measure taking into account nouns of WordNet hierarchy and hypernym/hyponym relationships is explained. In section 5.3, we report the results formed by applying our approach on Miller and Charles benchmark test and give an evaluation of our measure and compare with other approaches and human similarity judgements. Later on, conclusions and future work are shown in section 5.4. Finally, a summary of this chapter is reviewed in section 5.5.
5.1. INTRODUCTION

Semantic similarity or semantic relatedness measures between concepts are widely applied in information retrieval and natural language processing such as spelling correction, word sense disambiguation and question answering. A number of semantic relatedness approaches as well as semantic similarity approaches calculating the similarity between terms have been proposed so far. These approaches can be classified based on part of speech (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs), relations (e.g. hypernym/hyponym, meronym/holonym and antonym), different methods (e.g. information content, structure, feature and hybrid methods), or large information sets (e.g. WordNet and Wikipedia). In this chapter, similarity measures based on characteristics of these methods are presented. Generally speaking, these semantic similarity methods organized in a hierarchy can be grouped into four main categories. These categories include path length-based methods (so-called edge counting methods), information content-based methods (also called node-based methods), feature-based methods, and hybrid methods. The main objective of these approaches is to determine the degree of semantic similarity between two words for matching human judgements as closely as possible. A brief characteristic of these methods is presented as follows:

- **Path length-based measures** use the structure of semantic networks. In these methods, the lengths of links are considered the same while the densities of nodes are ignored. These approach are determined by path length from one concept to another concept and depths of these concepts in the hierarchy tree [67, 70, 103, 142]. Consequently, the shorter the distances between concepts are calculated, the more similar they are. These methods have low computational cost [113] because they implement counting edges to obtain the similarities of pairs of nodes. However, these methods only concentrate on the minimum paths and do not take care of the relationships between nodes leading to coarse results.

- **Information content-based measures** employ the notion of information content. These approaches are computed by counting the occurrences of words in a large corpus [71, 105]. Therefore, the larger the size of the corpus is, the more precise the probabilities of occurrence of concepts are obtained but the more computation time is needed. The characteristics of these methods could be summarized as follows. Firstly, the probability of occurrence of a concept depends on probabilities of appearances of
its descendants in the hierarchy. Secondly, subsumers are considered as more abstract than their subsumed concepts, so they contain less information content than their children. For that reason, the leaves bring the most amount of information. Finally, the information contents of leaves are the same. Therefore, some similarity measures, for example Lin [71] and Jiang&Conrath [59], return the same similarity between all pairs of leaves in case these nodes share a nearest common ancestor. In this approach, the similarities between concepts are the amount of shared information between these concepts. In other words, the more the common information of concepts is, the higher the similarity degree of these concepts is. The disadvantages of this approach is that in case the taxonomy is changed, the similarity values become different. Consequently, some measures are proposed to calculate the information content based on intrinsic information content in the specific ontologies [49, 115, 128].

- Feature-based measures focus on properties or sets of glossary in large data resources such as Wikipedia or WordNet. The similarities of pairs of concepts are considered a function of attributes, so these approaches do not take care of the lengths of links. However, they ignore information on the structure hierarchy [110, 114, 133, 136]. Feature-based measures usually employ Tversky’s model [133] based on the common and distinct characteristics of concepts.

- Hybrid methods combine multiple information sources and other measures [59, 106].

In fact, the objectives of applications relating to searched and queried information are that the returned results should be relevant to the user’s queries and computation time as short as possible. Therefore, we need to apply a technique taking the advantage with respect to the computation cost. Additionally, a structure in the taxonomy usually brings a lot of semantics. From the state of the review described above, we choose path length-based technique to form our measure. To improve accuracy of similarity values, however, our measure is based on features of semantic networks. Our approach takes into account both their positions and relevant relationships between considered concepts which is different from other edge counting methods previously presented in section 3.2. Nowadays, WordNet is considered as a background knowledge source used in natural language processing and computational linguistics so we use WordNet to take semantics of concepts.
In this study, a semantic similarity metric calculating the similarity between two concepts in the taxonomy of WordNet dictionary using path length-based technique is proposed. Particularly, our metric focuses on the similarity values between nouns and hypernym/hyponym relations based on the structure of WordNet hierarchy. Fig. 5.1 shows a fragment of WordNet hierarchy where a virtual root node at top level, hypernym of all concepts, is added. Since hypernym/hyponym links account for about 80% of all relation types in WordNet,
we here concentrate on calculating the semantic similarity between nouns along these relations. The main idea of the approach is that the similarity value of two given concepts depends not only on the positions of these concepts in the hierarchy but also on their semantic relationships. Our method is partly motivated by Wu & Palmer’s measure [142] and adds some more relationships relating to the compared concepts. According to [71], Wu & Palmer’s measure has a simple implementation and good performances compared to the other measures. For that reason, this method is chosen in this study. Moreover, our approach is different from other ones because it does not depend on a large text corpus or glosses in the structure which contains a lot of information.

5.2. SIMILARITY MEASURE BASED ON EDGE-COUNTING \((sim_{NC})\)

In the current section, the conceptual similarity between nodes is presented. Moreover, two definitions including the direct and indirect connections between two nodes are described in subsection 5.2.1. The similarity of a pair of concepts in the structured databases is usually considered based on four intuitions expressed in subsection 5.2.2. From these discussions, a new edge-counting similarity measure calculating semantic similarity between two given concepts is proposed. A detailed description is shown in subsection 5.2.3.

5.2.1. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Let \(C_i, C_j, C_k\) be arbitrary distinct nodes in WordNet hierarchy.

**Definition 1.** The direct connection from \(C_i\) to \(C_j\) is a directed path from \(C_i\) to \(C_j\).

Note that with a complex semantic network as WordNet, there might be more than one direct connection between two nodes \(C_i\) and \(C_j\) in which the lengths of connections can be different.

**Definition 2.** Let \(C_k\) be a common descendant of \(C_i\) and \(C_j\). The indirect connection between \(C_i\) and \(C_j\) through \(C_k\) is a compound path of two direct connections that includes the direct connection from \(C_i\) to \(C_k\) together with the direct connection from \(C_j\) to \(C_k\).

Without loss of generality, relevant relationships between two nodes \(C_4\) and \(C_5\) are presented as in Fig. 5.2 where:

- \(C_4 \rightarrow C_6 \rightarrow C_9\) is a direct connection from node \(C_4\) to node \(C_9\)
• \( C_4 \rightarrow C_7 \rightarrow C_{10} \leftarrow C_{12} \leftarrow C_{11} \leftarrow C_5 \) is an indirect connection between \( C_4 \) and \( C_5 \) through the node \( C_{10} \).

### 5.2.2. Intuitions

Before calculating the semantic similarity of a pair of nodes, four intuitions are introduced.

**Intuition 1.** *In the hierarchy, a node has its ancestors and descendants. Besides, there are direct and indirect connections between two considered concepts as well as connections from ancestors of one node to ancestors and descendants of the other node and from descendants of one node to ancestors and descendants of the other node.* As can be seen in Fig. 5.2, there are one direct path and several indirect paths connecting two nodes \( C_4 \) and \( C_5 \). Furthermore, \( C_4 \) is the descendant of \( C_1 \) and \( C_5 \) is the ancestor of \( C_{12} \), and there exists a path from \( C_1 \) to \( C_{12} \). Therefore, the semantic similarity of nodes depends not only on themselves, their direct and indirect relations, but also on connections relating to these nodes.

**Intuition 2.** *Consider a hierarchical taxonomy including concepts and hyponym/hypernym links. In case the distances of pairs of concepts are equal, two concepts which belong to an upper level should be less similar than those of a lower level* [106, 142] *since concepts on higher levels are less detailed than those on lower levels.*

**Intuition 3.** *The similarity of a pair of nodes depends on the number of links from one node to the other one. It means the longer the path between the nodes is, the more their semantic similarity decrease* [59].

**Intuition 4.** *Normally, the calculation of the similarity value should be considered with the weight of each link. Some researchers agree that the weight of a link depends on factors such as the depth of concepts, the density and the link types [106, 131]. However, in this thesis we assume that the weights of “is-a” links are the same.*

### 5.2.3. Proposed Measure

In this subsection, our semantic similarity measure relying on the previous intuitions is presented in detail. Here, our measure adopts nouns and their relations in WordNet taxonomy.

The connections relating to the two noun nodes \( C_i \) and \( C_j \) include:
• Direct connections between $C_i$ and $C_j$;

• Connections between $C_i$ and ancestors of $C_j$ as well ancestors of $C_i$ and $C_j$;

• Connections between $C_i$ and descendants of $C_j$ as well descendants of $C_i$ and $C_j$;

• Connections between ancestors of $C_i$ and ancestors of $C_j$ as well descendants of $C_i$ and ancestors of $C_j$;

• Connections between ancestors of $C_i$ and descendants of $C_j$ as well descendants of $C_i$ and ancestors of $C_j$;

To obtain the similarity of two nodes, Wu & Palmer’s measure is applied as starting point. Let $\text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_j)$ be the similarity value of $C_i$ and $C_j$ based on Wu & Palmer’s method, the length of a connection is the number of links, $\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_j)$ is length of direct connection from $C_i$ to $C_j$, $\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_k \leftarrow C_j)$ is length of the indirect connection of $C_i \rightarrow C_k \leftarrow C_j$, $w$ is the weight of “is-a” link.

Now, an example for calculating the similarity between the concepts $C_4$ and $C_5$ in Fig. 5.2 is given. Note that the indirect connections between nodes through their descendants in which the lengths of the direct connections from these nodes to their own descendants are equal and greater than 2 (for example $C_4 \rightarrow C_7 \rightarrow C_{10} \leftarrow C_{12} \leftarrow C_{11} \leftarrow C_5$), the connections of their ancestors (for example $C_2 \rightarrow C_3$), the connections of their descendants (for example $C_{12} \rightarrow C_{10}$), the connections between $C_4$ and ancestors of $C_5$ as well ancestors of $C_4$ and $C_5$ (for example $C_3 \rightarrow C_4$, $C_3 \rightarrow C_5$, respectively), the connections between the ancestors of one node and descendants of the other node (for example $C_1 \rightarrow C_{12}$) bring about only slight effects on the similarity values as well as lead to a bad performance. Therefore, at this time, those connections are ignored. The similarity of a pair of nodes here is computed based only on themselves, their direct connections and their indirect connections at their children. The similarity between two concepts $C_4$ and $C_5$ depends on the following connections:

• Direct connection between $C_4$ and $C_5$, that is: $C_4 \rightarrow C_5$;

• Connections between $C_4$ and descendants of $C_5$ through the children of $C_4$ as well as descendants of $C_4$ and $C_5$ through the children of $C_5$, that are: $C_4 \rightarrow C_8 \leftarrow C_5$, $C_4 \rightarrow C_6 \rightarrow C_9 \leftarrow C_5$. 

The similarity between $C_4$ and $C_5$ with respect to their direct connection is determined as follows:

$$\delta_{\text{connect}_1} = \text{sim}_{WP}(C_4, C_5) \times w^{\text{length}(C_4 \rightarrow C_5)} \quad (5.1)$$

The similarity between $C_4$ and $C_5$ with respect to their indirect connection through the children of $C_4$ is determined as follows:

$$\delta_{\text{connect}_2} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(C_4, C_8) \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_8, C_5) \times w^{\text{length}(C_4 \rightarrow C_8 \rightarrow C_5)}} \quad (5.2)$$

The similarity between $C_4$ and $C_5$ with respect to their indirect connection
through the children of $C_5$ is determined as follows:

$$
\delta_{\text{connect}_3} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(C_4, C_9) \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_9, C_5) \times w^{\text{length}(C_4 \rightarrow C_9 \rightarrow C_5)}} \quad (5.3)
$$

After a set of components relating to the two concepts $C_4$ and $C_5$ is determined, the similarity between these nodes is calculated. This similarity measure results from the combination of component values and is given by:

$$
sim(C_4, C_5) = \alpha \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_4, C_5) + \\
(1 - \alpha) \times \frac{\delta_{\text{connect}_1} + \delta_{\text{connect}_2} + \delta_{\text{connect}_3}}{\sqrt{3 \times (\delta_{\text{connect}_1}^2 + \delta_{\text{connect}_2}^2 + \delta_{\text{connect}_3}^2)}} \quad (5.4)
$$

Generally, $\delta_{\text{connect}_t}$ is a component similarity of two concepts including the direct or indirect connections where $\text{connect}_t$ is a positive integer less than or equal to number of the direct connections and indirect connections between two nodes $C_i$ and $C_j$ through their children. $\delta_{\text{connect}_t}$ should depend on the length of connection and the weight of each link which is $w^{\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_j)}$ for a direct connection between $C_i$ and $C_j$ or $w^{\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_k \leftarrow C_j)}$ for an indirect connection between $C_i$ and $C_j$ through $C_k$. Because our approach is based on Wu&Palmers’s measure, $\delta_{\text{connect}_t}$ should depend on $\text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_j)$ in case there exists a direct connection from $C_i$ to $C_j$. Besides, if there exists an indirect connection from $C_i$ to $C_j$ through $C_k$, $\delta_{\text{connect}_t}$ should depend on $\sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_k) \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_k, C_j)}$. Therefore, $\delta_{\text{connect}_t}$ value can be presented as

$$
\delta_{\text{connect}_t} = \text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_j) \times w^{\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_j)} \quad (5.5)
$$

if there exists a direct connection from $C_i$ to $C_j$

and

$$
\delta_{\text{connect}_t} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_k) \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_k, C_j) \times w^{\text{length}(C_i \rightarrow C_k \leftarrow C_j)}} \quad (5.6)
$$

if there exists an indirect connection from $C_i$ to $C_j$ through $C_k$.

At this time, the overall similarity of any pair of distinct concepts $C_i$ and $C_j$ is defined by the following formula

$$
sim_{NC}(C_i, C_j) = \alpha \times \text{sim}_{WP}(C_i, C_j) + (1 - \alpha) \times \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{n} \delta_{\text{connect}_t}}{\sqrt{n \times \sum_{t=1}^{n} \delta_{\text{connect}_t}^2}} \quad (5.7)
$$
where $n$ is the number of the direct connections and indirect connections between two nodes $C_i$ and $C_j$ through their children, $\alpha$ is an adjusted parameter in range from 0 to 1.

According to Eq. 5.7, the similarity value of two arbitrary nodes takes values from the interval $[0, 1]$. The similarity of two distinct nodes is equal to 1 if and only if $sim_{WP}(C_i, C_j) = 1$, i.e., the two nodes belong to a synset, and the connections between two nodes have to exist and the similarities of these component connections are the same. For example, considering $gem$ node and $jewel$ node, although they belong to the same synset, the similarities of their component connections, e.g. $jewel \rightarrow diamond \leftarrow gem$ and $jewel \rightarrow sapphire \leftarrow transparent\_gem \leftarrow gem$, are different leading to the similarity value smaller than 1. This is completely suitable for human measurement.

To illustrate the main idea of our method, an example for computing the similarity between two nodes $Food$ and $Fruit$ in WordNet taxonomy is presented. Fig. 5.3 depicts a fragment of relationships between $Food$ and $Fruit$ concepts.

**Step 1.** Check the direct connections between two nodes $Food$ and $Fruit$. If they exist, save them.

In this example, there are no direct connections between $Food$ and $Fruit$ concepts in WordNet hierarchy.

**Step 2.** Find all children of $Food$ node. For each child of $Food$, find the di-
rect connections from \textit{Fruit} node to the children of \textit{Food}, which are the indirect connections through the children of \textit{Food} node. If they exist, save them.

In this step, we get one connection as follows.

\textit{connect}_1 : \textit{Food} \rightarrow \textit{coconut} \leftarrow \textit{edible\_nut} \leftarrow \textit{nut} \leftarrow \textit{seed} \leftarrow \textit{Fruit};

\textbf{Step 3.} Find all children of \textit{Fruit} node. With each child of \textit{Fruit}, find the direct connections from \textit{Food} node to the children of \textit{Fruit}, which are the indirect connections through the children of \textit{Fruit} node. If they exist, save them.

There are four connections found in this step, these are:

\textit{connect}_2 : \textit{Fruit} \rightarrow \textit{edible\_fruit} \leftarrow \textit{produce} \leftarrow \textit{Food};

\textit{connect}_3 : \textit{Fruit} \rightarrow \textit{quandong} \leftarrow \textit{edible\_fruit} \leftarrow \textit{produce} \leftarrow \textit{Food};

\textit{connect}_4 : \textit{Fruit} \rightarrow \textit{olive} \leftarrow \textit{relish} \leftarrow \textit{condiment} \leftarrow \textit{flavorer} \leftarrow \textit{ingredient} \leftarrow \textit{foodstuff} \leftarrow \textit{Food};

\textit{connect}_5 : \textit{Fruit} \rightarrow \textit{berry} \leftarrow \textit{edible\_fruit} \leftarrow \textit{produce} \leftarrow \textit{Food}.

In both step 2 and step 3, the connections are obtained, which are necessary for the similarity between \textit{Food} and \textit{Fruit} nodes.

\textbf{Step 4.} Compute the component similarities between \textit{Food} and \textit{Fruit} nodes corresponding to the connections:

\[
\delta_{\text{connect}_1} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Food, coconut})} \cdot \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{coconut, Fruit})} \cdot \frac{1}{\text{length}(\text{connect}_1)} (5.8)
\]

\[
\delta_{\text{connect}_2} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Fruit, edible\_fruit})} \cdot \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{edible\_fruit, Food})} \cdot \frac{1}{\text{length}(\text{connect}_2)} (5.9)
\]

\[
\delta_{\text{connect}_3} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Fruit, quandong})} \cdot \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{quandong, Food})} \cdot \frac{1}{\text{length}(\text{connect}_3)} (5.10)
\]

\[
\delta_{\text{connect}_4} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Fruit, olive})} \cdot \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{olive, Food})} \cdot \frac{1}{\text{length}(\text{connect}_4)} (5.11)
\]
\[ \delta_{\text{connect}_5} = \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Fruit}, \text{berry})} * \sqrt{\text{sim}_{WP}(\text{berry}, \text{Food})} * \frac{1}{\text{length}(\text{connect}_5)} \] (5.12)

**Step 5.** Calculate the similarity between two nodes *Food* and *Fruit* applying our measure

\[
\text{sim}_{NC}(\text{Food}, \text{Fruit}) = \alpha \times \text{sim}_{WP}(\text{Food}, \text{Fruit}) + \frac{(1 - \alpha) \sum_{t=1}^{5} \delta_{\text{connect}_t}}{\sqrt{5 \times \sum_{t=1}^{5} \delta_{\text{connect}_t}^2}} \] (5.13)

In the following subsection, the properties of our semantic similarity measure \(\text{Sim}_{NC}\) are discussed.

### 5.2.4. Properties of Our Semantic Similarity Measure

Our measure presented in Eq. (5.7) satisfies properties of a similarity measure as follows.

- **Positiveness:** \(\forall c_i, c_j : \text{Sim}_{NC}(c_i, c_j) \geq 0\)

  *Proof.* We have \(\text{Sim}_{WP}(c_i, c_j), w \geq 0\), the lengths between \(c_i\) and \(c_j \geq 0\), and \(1 \geq \alpha \geq 0\). Therefore, \(\text{Sim}_{NC}(c_i, c_j) \geq 0\). \(\square\)

- **Maximality:** \(\forall c_i, c_j, c_t : \text{Sim}_{NC}(c_t, c_t) \geq \text{Sim}_{NC}(c_i, c_j)\)

  *Proof.* Because \(\text{Sim}_{WP}(c_i, c_j)\) and \(w \leq 1\), the similarity between two distinct concepts \(c_i\) and \(c_j \leq 1\). Moreover, we have \(\text{Sim}_{NC}(c_t, c_t) = 1\). Therefore, \(\text{Sim}_{NC}(c_t, c_t) \geq \text{Sim}_{NC}(c_i, c_j)\). \(\square\)

- In case all connections are used, the proposed measure is symmetric. However, to reduce the computational time, some connections are ignored. Therefore, at that time our measure is not symmetric.

Experimental results as well as evaluations are presented in the following section to get a better overview for our method.
5.3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

WordNet version 2.1 is chosen to implement experiments. A free online package developed by Ted Pederson et al. [98] is used to obtain the similarity values between entities when different semantic similarity methods are applied. All semantic similarity measures that we chose here based on WordNet dictionary are Rada [103], Wu&Palmer [142], Lin [71], Context Vector [136], Gloss vectors [97] and Pairwise [96]. Many researchers also showed their results using the same pairs of concepts in datasets. In fact, the datasets are usually used for evaluating semantic similarity measures of words extracted from the practical data of Rubenstein and Goodenough [111] as well as Miller and Charles [76]. These datasets were estimated by humans obtaining the similar meaning values of one word to another one.

The benchmark test by Miller and Charles is used for our method and then our results are compared with the other measures based on the correlation coefficients of the similarity values against human judgements.

Since our measure depends on parameters $\alpha$ and $w$, these parameters are adjusted to calculate semantic similarity values of all of the concept pairs on Miller and Charles dataset. After that, the correlation coefficient is calculated corresponding to each pair of the parameter value. By changing the values of the parameters, correlation coefficients are obtained. The parameters which produce the best value of correlation coefficient will be chosen. Our measure with different values of $\alpha$ and $w$ is tested and then $\alpha = 0.7$ and $w = 0.9$ are chosen. Table 5.1 shows semantic similarity values applying our measure based on optimal parameters on Miller and Charles dataset.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show two charts with the similarities obtained by human ratings and different methods, respectively in which the human ratings were evaluated from 0 to 4 and the similarity values represented in Fig. 5.5 are in the range [0,1].

Because the units in which the similarity values are given are not uniform, a method used in comparison is applied similarly to [5]. In particular, scaling these similarity values obtained by the considered approaches in the range [0,1] to [0,4]. This leads to an easier comparison among measures and human ratings. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the similarity values scaled to [0,4].

The method proposed by Wu&Palmer is used to obtain initial similarity weights which we later enhance based on our measure. Therefore, we first compare our

4http://wordnet.princeton.edu
Table 5.1: Semantic similarity values applying our measure on Miller and Charles dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word pairs</th>
<th>SimNC</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Word pairs</th>
<th>SimNC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>car - automobile</td>
<td>0.9998</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>lad-brother</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>gem - jewel</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>journey-car</td>
<td>0.1524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>journey - voyage</td>
<td>0.9567</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>monk-oracle</td>
<td>0.4706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>boy - lad</td>
<td>0.7466</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>cemetery-woodland</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>coast - shore</td>
<td>0.9385</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>food-rooster</td>
<td>0.2286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>asylum - madhouse</td>
<td>0.7652</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>coast-hill</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>magician - wizard</td>
<td>0.9999</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>forest-graveyard</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>midday - noon</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>shore-woodland</td>
<td>0.5334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>furnace - stove</td>
<td>0.4571</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>monk-slave</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>food - fruit</td>
<td>0.5645</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>coast-forest</td>
<td>0.4923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>bird-cock</td>
<td>0.9496</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>lad-wizard</td>
<td>0.5714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>bird-crane</td>
<td>0.8972</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>cord-smile</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>tool-implement</td>
<td>0.9488</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>glass-magician</td>
<td>0.4266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>brother-monk</td>
<td>0.9652</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>noon-string</td>
<td>0.2823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>crane-implement</td>
<td>0.6222</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>rooster-voyage</td>
<td>0.1185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.4: Human judgements

results with the results applying Wu&Palmer method. It is possible to see in Fig. 5.6 that the trend of the curve in the chart based on Miller and Charles dataset
is descending. The curve indicating our measure is nearer than the approach of Wu&Palmer compared to human judgements. That means our method is more accurate than Wu&Palmer’s.

In order to compare our results with the other measures, the following discussion is carried out. First of all, as shown in Fig. 5.6, the Gloss vectors curve seems to be nearest in comparison with human ratings curve. Secondly, the deviations of the first 20 pairs applying our method and Gloss vectors method are highly similar. However, for the last 10 pairs, deviation of our curve is far from human curve. The reason is that the pairs of nodes at low level are classified in distinct subgraphs. As a result, there are a few relevant relations between the considered concepts. On the other hand, our results are quite similar to those of Wu&Palmer’s approach in these cases.

For the other methods, the similarity values of concepts at the low level are close to human ratings. However, the curves presenting the similarities of concepts at the high and immediate levels have a large variation.

Next applying the correlation coefficients formula brings correlation values between the human judgement and different measures. Our result is shown in the first row in Table 5.2.

From the results in Table 5.2, the gloss based methods obtain relative high correlation coefficients. In fact, they are based on the glosses in WordNet which are often too short and not enough to provide vocabularies. Thus, some ap-
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![Figure 5.6: Human judgements and different measures after being scaled](image)

Table 5.2: Correlation coefficients between human judgements and different measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Similarity Measures</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SimNC</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu&amp;Palmer</td>
<td>0.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rada</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pairwise</td>
<td>0.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Context Vector</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss Vectors</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our method is based on edge-counting technique. Furthermore, the relations of concepts corresponding to related nodes are considered. Thus, the correlation approaches extended either related synsets or glosses of related concepts to get more accurate similarity values. Methods based on the information content depend on size of corpus for estimating the frequency of words. The edge-based methods consider the position of concepts in hierarchy but they omit the relationships between nodes. Therefore, the similarities are not high enough. It is clear that the correlation coefficient obtained by our measure is better than both path length-based and information content methods.

According to the analysis above, it can be seen that our method is reasonable.
of our measure for human similarity ratings is better compared to other edge-counting approaches. Besides, it is one of the best correlation coefficients compared to other methods.

5.4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, an approach for measuring the semantic similarity between two nouns based on the structure of WordNet dictionary without the dependence on any large dataset, additional information resources and preprocessing data was proposed. Moreover, our measure was developed from the edge-counting approach which has relatively low computational cost. From results compared with other approaches, the correlation coefficient to the human judgements obtained by our approach is relatively high. It is better than the correlation coefficients of other edge-based methods. Moreover, our approach is also one of the best systems. Although this model intends to apply for ontology matching, it could be applied to multimedia objects, for example, images and videos by using captions and titles of these objects. Besides, it can be applied in various domains and used in combinations of approaches in order to come up with better correlation coefficients.

Because of its simplicity, we will calculate the semantic relatedness measure based on the combination of edge counting-based, information content-based and feature-based techniques as well as use other attributes of the taxonomy and other types of relationship such as meronym/holonym relation without compromising the generality of the method. Furthermore, different weights depending on kinds of relationships and positions of terms in the hierarchy can be assigned. Besides, the similarity of compound nouns appearing often in ontologies will be also invested.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter a classification of semantic similarity measures, the characteristics, and the disadvantages of these approaches were presented and then an overview of the main idea of our measure was also described. Some basic definitions, intuitions, and the proposed method which reduces the restrictions of other methods, have been explained in detail. Furthermore, an illustrative example has been introduced to explain more clearly our measure. Our measure and the other ones were evaluated on dataset of Miller-Charles and then the correla-
tion coefficients to the human judgements were computed. We also compared the result applying our measure with those of other methods. The experimental results show that our method outperforms edge-counting methods. Finally, this chapter presented some conclusions and future directions. A novel structural similarity measure integrated by the lexical and structure measures was proposed, which are discussed in the next chapter.
6

STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY MEASURE

The great development of Semantic Web in the distributed environment leads to the different forms of ontologies. Therefore, ontology matching is an important task in order to share knowledge among applications more easily. In this chapter, a new structural measure is proposed to match ontologies. The \( I^3 CON \) 2004 benchmark tests as well as Precision, Recall, and F-measure are used to evaluate our method.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 briefly overviews our approach. A description of our measure is given in section 6.2. In section 6.3 an example is provided in order to illustrate our structure-based method. In section 6.4 the experimental results of our method are described. Some conclusions are then reviewed in section 6.5. Finally, the chapter concludes with a short summary in section 6.6.

6.1. INTRODUCTION

The speedy development of the web technology leads to an increase in knowledge sharing among web applications. However, it is difficult to communicate between applications because these applications use different tools and knowl-
edge in a distributed system. Therefore, ontologies have been developed to express knowledge bases improving the understanding between applications. Nowadays ontologies can be utilized to represent and store knowledge in many different application domains such as peer-to-peer information sharing, information integration, e-commerce, web service composition; there are also a number of ontologies within the same subject. In fact, such ontologies are about the same area but they may use different concepts depended on background of knowledge, classification scheme, language employed because they are developed by different communities independently. Therefore, there is no ontology matched to another one perfectly. That is a reason why ontology matching based on the structures in the hierarchy of ontologies is necessary.

In this chapter, a edit-distance measure is used, which is a basic element-level technique and a new structure similarity measure to find correspondences between the concepts of source and target ontologies. In particular, Levenshtein measure is implemented to begin ontology matching processing. Firstly, Levenshtein measure is applied to each pair of concepts of the ontologies to obtain a lexical similarity matrix representing their similarity. Secondly, the lexical matrix is considered as an initial value for our structural similarity matrix, which is based on a new similarity measure. Next, by using a threshold value, a set of matched pairs of concepts is obtained. Finally, our structure-based ontology matching technique is improved by using centroid concepts which were proposed in [139].

6.2. OUR STRUCTURAL MEASURE

In this section, a new structure-based similarity measure for matching two nodes of the given ontologies based on combining lexical and structural similarities is presented. Firstly, two input ontologies are matched by using a basic lexical similarity measure (edit-distance) to obtain initial mappings. Based on that, our structure-based similarity measure is applied to find correspondences among the concepts of the ontologies.

In Fig. 6.1 the input ontologies are described as graphs. The nodes in the graphs correspond to entities in ontologies and the edges represent relationships between nodes which are connected. The process of similarity calculation gives values between all pairs of concepts $c_i$ and $c_j$, where $c_i$ and $c_j$ belong to the ontologies $O_1$ and $O_2$, respectively. All these values are stored in a matrix. In this step an edit-distance similarity measure is used. Next, a new structure-based
6.2. Our Structural Measure

A new structural measure is applied for calculating similarity of each pair of nodes. At that time, the similarity degrees between each \( c_i \) in \( O_1 \) and all the nodes \( c_j \) in \( O_2 \) are obtained. Based on these results and a threshold \( th \), the alignment is finally obtained. This structure-based method allows us to determine the similarity degree of two concepts based on the combinations of similarity measures of these concepts and their ancestors. The details of this calculation are explained in the subsequent subsections.

The lexical matching techniques focus on similarities of the entities of the given ontologies by computing string similarities of the entities. There have been many lexical similarity methods proposed so far. However, in this chapter only Levenshtein measure is considered to calculate the lexical similarity of two concepts.

As previously discussed in subsection 3.1.7, the Levenshtein measure [68] was employed to determine the number of differences between two strings. In particular, it computes the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into another. Let \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) be two arbitrary strings. Three types of op-
erations are used including the substitution of a character of \( c_i \) by a character of \( c_j \), the deletion of a character of \( c_i \) or the insertion of a character of \( c_j \). The total cost of the operations used is equal to the sum of the costs of each of the operations.

The similarity measure for two strings \((c_i, c_j)\) is defined as follows (see Section 3.1.7):

\[
Lex\_sim(c_i, c_j) = \max \left(0, \frac{\min(|c_i|, |c_j|) - ed(c_i, c_j)}{\min(|c_i|, |c_j|)} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

where \(|c_i|, |c_j|\) are the lengths of strings \(c_i\) and \(c_j\), respectively; \(ed(c_i, c_j)\) is the Levenshtein measure.

The following example is considered.

Given \(c_i=\)“kitten” and \(c_j=\)“kitchen” are two strings for which the similarity is computed. There are two edits transforming \(c_i\) into \(c_j\):

- the substitution of “t” with “c”
- insert “h” follow “c”

Therefore, the Levenshtein distance between two strings “kitten” and “kitchen” is 2.

Applying the Eq. (6.1), the similarity between two strings “kitten” and “kitchen” is:

\[
Lex\_sim(kitten, kitchen) = \\
= \max \left(0, \frac{\min(|kitten|, |kitchen|) - ed(kitten, kitchen)}{\min(|kitten|, |kitchen|)} \right)
\]

\[
= \max \left(0, \frac{6 - 2}{6} \right)
\]

\[
= 0.67
\]

Now, Levenshtein measure is applied for computing the similarities between any two concepts with one from each ontology. The similarity matrix is obtained representing the lexical similarities of all pairs of nodes in the given ontologies. With this similarity matrix, the similarity between concepts based on our structural similarity measure is discussed in the following subsection.
6.2. Structural Measure

6.2.1. Structural Similarity

In this section, we propose a metric for calculating the similarities between concepts of the input ontologies with the lexical similarity measure introduced in the previous section.

The two example ontologies are considered in Fig. 6.2.

Intuitively, the nodes Goods, Electronic_Products, Desktops, and Printers from ontology $O_1$ are similar to the nodes Goods, Electronic_Products, Desktops, and Printers from ontology $O_2$, respectively.

Our measure is based on the idea in [126] about the similarity between two concepts. However, the proposed method is different from the DSI (Descendant’s Similarity Inheritance) method in [126]. In the DSI method, the authors concentrate on automatic structure-based technique to enhance the alignment results that were obtained from using the base similarity method, which is concept-based. Therefore, they point out not only the labels of the concepts but also the positions of the concepts in the hierarchy. The main characteristic of the DSI method is that it allows for the parent and in general for any ancestor to play a role in the identification of the concept [126]. It means the DSI method is based on a structure-based technique in which it uses the relations between ancestors. However, these relations are considered at the same levels. The idea of our new metric is expressed as follows: the similarity measure of any two concepts comes from the similarity of themselves and the contribution of their ancestors where their levels in the graphs can be different.

Relating the computations of the structural similarities, we can easily recog-
nize the important point with our intuitions that the more similar the structure is, the more likely nodes are similar. Besides, it can be assumed that two concepts are similar if their ancestors are similar even where the generations of ancestors can different.

Let $m$, $n$ be the lengths of paths from the concepts $c_i$ and $c_j$ in the ontologies $O_1$ and $O_2$ to the roots, respectively (where $c_i \in O_1$ and $c_j \in O_2$); $\text{Lex}_\sim(c_i, c_j)$ stands for the lexical similarity of two concepts $c_i$ and $c_j$; and $\text{ancestor}_k(c_i), \text{ancestor}_l(c_j)$ for all the $k^{th}, l^{th}$ concepts from the concepts $c_i, c_j$ to the roots of the ontologies $O_1$ and $O_2$, respectively. The similarity between the concept $c_i$ in the source ontology $O_1$ and the concept $c_j$ in the target ontology $O_2$ is defined by the following equation:

$$
\text{Struct}_\sim(c_i, c_j) = \alpha \ast \text{Lex}_\sim(c_i, c_j)
$$

$$
+ \beta \ast \left( \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (n+1-k) \ast \max_{l=1..m} \{ \text{Lex}_\sim(\text{ancestor}_k(c_i), \text{ancestor}_l(c_j)) \}}{n*(n+1)/2} \right)
$$

$$
+ \beta \ast \left( \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{m} (m+1-l) \ast \max_{k=1..n} \{ \text{Lex}_\sim(\text{ancestor}_l(c_j), \text{ancestor}_k(c_i)) \}}{m*(m+1)/2} \right)
$$

Therefore, our measure becomes:

$$
\text{Struct}_\sim(c_i, c_j) = \alpha \ast \text{Lex}_\sim(c_i, c_j)
$$

$$
+ \beta \ast \left( \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (n+1-k) \ast \max_{l=1..m} \{ \text{Lex}_\sim(\text{ancestor}_k(c_i), \text{ancestor}_l(c_j)) \}}{n*(n+1)} \right)
$$

$$
+ \beta \ast \left( \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{m} (m+1-l) \ast \max_{k=1..n} \{ \text{Lex}_\sim(\text{ancestor}_l(c_j), \text{ancestor}_k(c_i)) \}}{m*(m+1)} \right)
$$

where the values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ satisfy the relationship: $\alpha + \beta = 1$.

By applying Eq. (6.3), when the algorithm finishes we obtain a structural similarity matrix using the lexical similarity matrix as an initial matrix.

In Eq. (6.3) our similarity measure takes values from the interval $[0, 1]$ which can be found in the literature [37].

The main feature of the approach is that the similarity of two concepts in the source and target ontologies is not only the similarity of themselves but also the contribution of their ancestors. However, the closer the ancestor is to the root, the smaller role the ancestor has. The factors $(n+1-k)$ and $(m+1-l)$ perform this rule. Moreover, the measure is here applied for the maximum similarity of pairs of ancestors in order to contribute the similarities.
6.2.2. Properties of Our Structural Similarity Measure

Our structural similarity measure $\text{Struct}_\text{sim}$ presented in Eq. (6.3) satisfies three properties of a similarity measure.

- **Positiveness:** $\forall c_i, c_j : \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) \geq 0$

  **Proof.** Because $\text{Lex}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j), m, n, (n+1-k), (m+1-l), \alpha, \beta \geq 0$, $\text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) \geq 0$.

- **Maximality:** $\forall c_i, c_j, c_t : \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_t, c_i) \geq \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j)$

  **Proof.** $\text{Lex}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) \leq 1 \Rightarrow \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) \leq \alpha \times 1 + \beta \times 1 = \alpha + \beta = 1$. Besides, applying Eq. (6.3) leads to $\text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_t, c_i) = 1$. Therefore, $\text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_t, c_i) \geq \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j)$.

- **Symmetry:** $\forall c_i, c_j : \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) = \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_j, c_i)$

  **Proof.** Because the concepts $c_i$ and $c_j$ have the same contribution in our structural measure and $\text{Lex}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) = \text{Lex}_\text{sim}(c_j, c_i)$, $\text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_i, c_j) = \text{Struct}_\text{sim}(c_j, c_i) \forall c_i, c_j$.

6.2.3. Improving the Structure-Based Similarity Measure

In this study, the efficiency of the structure-based matching method by using a set of centroid concepts proposed in [139] is presented. In this approach, the authors chose a set of centroid concepts from two input ontologies to partition these ontologies. In particular, each concept in the ontologies is represented by its descriptive information including its name and comment. After that, the authors apply the element-level techniques and the vector space model method to achieve the similarities between names and comments, respectively. Finally, the overall similarity measures between concepts result from the combination of component similarities. In case one entity in an ontology matches perfectly to one in another ontology, these entities are picked as centroid concepts. The same set of centroid concepts is used as in [139]. In this chapter, the idea of using centroid concepts is that many concepts of the source ontology maybe appear in the target ontology in case these ontologies belong to the same domain [139] so
each centroid concept is considered as the anchor. This approach can reduce the computational complexity.

The structural similarities between nodes in ontologies as well as the ones of ancestors are calculated. The advantage of this improvement is that we do not need to consider all pairs of nodes from these nodes to roots. That means if there is any pair of centroid nodes on the path from the considered nodes to the roots, we only calculate the similarities of these nodes and their ancestors with the nearest pair of centroid concepts.

When applying Eq. (6.3), $m$ and $n$ are the lengths of the paths from $c_i$ to the centroid node $e_i$ of the ontology $O_1$ and $c_j$ to the centroid node $e_j$ of the ontology $O_2$, and $ancestor_k(c_i), ancestor_l(c_j)$ for the $k^{th}, l^{th}$ concepts from the concepts $c_i, c_j$ to the centroid concepts $e_i, e_j$ of the ontologies $O_1$ and $O_2$, respectively.

### 6.3. Illustrative Example

In this section, an example illustrates our similarity matching method proposed in the previous subsection.

The two input ontologies are considered as shown in Fig. 6.2.

By applying the lexical matching method for all pairs of nodes in the source and target ontologies with one from each of the two ontologies, the similarity values between them are obtained. The result of the lexical measure is shown below.

$$Lex\_sim(O_1, O_2) = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.06 & 0.11 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0.13 & 0.14 & 0 & 0.11 & 0.38 \\
0 & 0 & 0.13 & 1 & 0.43 & 0 & 0.25 & \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0.29 & 0.14 & 0.14 & 0 & 0.14 \\
0 & 0 & 0.38 & 0.25 & 0.14 & 0.14 & 0.13 & 1 \\
0 & 0.07 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0.14 & 0.43 & 1 & 0.29 & 0 & 0.14 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0.29 & 1 & 0 & 0.14 \\
\end{pmatrix}$$

At this time, the lexical similarity matrix is used to calculate the similarity values of all pairs of concepts based on their structures. Once applying the structure matching measure with Eq. (6.3), the similarities between concepts of the ontologies are obtained which are represented as follows:
Table 6.1: The matched pairs of concepts applying the threshold value \( th = 0.7 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The matched concept in ontology ( O_1 )</th>
<th>The matched concept in ontology ( O_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Goods</td>
<td>Goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Electronic_Products</td>
<td>Electronic_Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>Computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Desktops</td>
<td>Desktops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Printers</td>
<td>Printers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Laptops</td>
<td>Laptops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
Struct\_sim(O_1, O_2) = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0.23 & 0.20 & 0.20 & 0.23 & 0.20 & 0.00 \\
0 & 0.27 & 0.42 & 0.26 & 0.26 & 0.35 & 0.26 & 0.00 \\
0 & 0.20 & 0.92 & 0.28 & 0.29 & 0.19 & 0.34 & 0.43 \\
0 & 0.19 & 0.32 & 0.95 & 0.58 & 0.30 & 0.23 & 0.40 \\
0 & 0.20 & 0.27 & 0.38 & 0.29 & 0.29 & 0.27 & 0.27 \\
0 & 0.19 & 0.48 & 0.32 & 0.25 & 0.25 & 0.32 & 0.79 \\
0 & 0.28 & 0.35 & 0.26 & 0.26 & 0.26 & 0.35 & 0.26 \\
0 & 0.20 & 0.36 & 0.46 & 0.83 & 0.37 & 0.27 & 0.27 \\
0 & 0.20 & 0.27 & 0.18 & 0.37 & 0.83 & 0.27 & 0.27 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

In case the threshold value \( th \) is chosen to be 0.7, the matched pairs of concepts are obtained and given in Table 6.1.

By applying the centroid concepts algorithm, a set of centroid concepts from both ontologies including Goods and Electronic_Products is selected. Since Electronic_Products node is on the paths from all nodes to roots, we only need to calculate similarities of pairs of nodes and their ancestors to the node Electronic_Products. As a result, omitting the roots “Goods” in the matching algorithm leads to reducing the computation time.

### 6.4. Experiments and Results

To test the performance of our structural similarity measure, five pairs of ontologies taken from the \( I^3CON \) 2004 data set are used, which are: People and pets
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Table 6.2: F-measure values of DSI method and our measure for four pairs of ontologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontologies</th>
<th>F-measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People and pets</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapons</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networks</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(without instances), Weapons, Networks, Russia, and CS. The parameter $\alpha$ in Eq. (6.3) is also chosen as in [82]. The reason to choose these tests is that ontologies belonging to these tests are different about structures which emphasize the features of structural methods.

Because the DSI method did not implement the pair of ontologies CS, our similarity measure was compared with the DSI method based on four pairs, which are People and pets (without instances), Weapons, Networks, and Russia. A comparison of our results with Avg. F-measures which are the F-measure average values of six participants executed five pairs of ontologies (People and pets (without instances), Weapons, Networks, Russia, and CS) in the $I^3CON$ 2004 benchmark is also given. These participants include a research program of Lockheed Martin ATL, Intelligent Agent Systems from AT&T, Institut AIFB from University of Karlsruhe, an algorithm from INRIA, Lexicon-based Ontology Mapping (LOM) from Teknowledge [52], and Similarity Flooding algorithm [74]. Note that no participant of these participants except Similarity Flooding algorithm implements the pair of ontologies Weapons.

The implementation of the structural similarity was evaluated by using the following classical measures: Precision, Recall and F-measure.

Table 6.2 shows F-measure values of DSI method and our measure for four pairs of ontologies. As can be seen from the results described in Table 6.2, our measure has a better F-measure value than original DSI method generally. It means it is more effective than the DSI method. Similarly to the DSI approach, our measure depends on initial similarities between pairs of nodes. Moreover, both our measure and the DSI method are based on the similarities of their descendents. However, the DSI method only is based on the computation of similarities of ancestors with the same levels.

As we know ontologies normally have differences in details. That means par-
ent of a node in one ontology may be not similar to the parent of the corresponding node in the other ontology, but to a node at a higher level. This can lead to the situation that the DSI method omits some ancestors in one ontology if they do not have counterparts at the same level in the other ontology. By not finding the corresponding ancestors the similarity values will be significantly smaller. On the other hand, if ontologies have the same structural similarities, our approach and the DSI method are coincident. As a result, the F-measure values obtained from two approaches are similar.

In order to compare the performance of our measure with the other ones, F-measure values applying our method, Similarity Flooding algorithm, and measures of five participants based on five pairs of ontologies were conducted and shown in Fig. 6.3. Note that no one of these methods is better than ours for all pairs of ontologies. For the test case People and pets, the F-measure value of our measure is less than the average F-measure value of six participants. However, our result is better than these of two others - the AT&T and Similarity Flooding methods. The test case Weapons has good structural and lexical characteristics so applying our measure yields a good result compared to Similarity Flooding method and the average F-measure. Since the labels of the nodes in the test case Networks contain some omitted words, our method is not so good in compari-

---

son with the Similarity Flooding method as well the average F-measure. Matching pairs of ontologies CS and Russia is difficult because these ontologies have big differences in their structures. In particular, the CS ontologies consist of 109 concepts and 52 edges, 20 concepts and 7 edges respectively, while the Russia ontologies contain internal structures and the labels of the concepts are very different [29], which leads to not good results of the approaches. For the CS ontologies, all F-measure values obtained by participants and our approach are less than 0.5. However, our method outperforms the other methods including ATL, Karlsruhe, and Teknowledge. Particularly, F-measures of these methods are 0.45, 0.23, 0.24, and 0.35, respectively. The test case Russia includes a lot of properties and instances so a good result is not achieved. However, even in this case, the F-measure applying our method is the best value.

6.5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, a new measure was proposed to find correspondences of concepts of two input ontologies based on the combination of lexical and structural similarities. A basic lexical measure was used for computing the lexical similarities among nodes. These similarities are used as initial values for estimating structural similarities. The structure-based similarity value of two nodes is the contribution of the lexical similarity of the concept names and similarities of their descendants. With the proposed similarity measure, a structural matrix describing the similarities of all pairs of nodes is received.

The other methods based on structure usually focus on the similarities of neighbor nodes such as parents, grandparents, children and siblings (see more in Section 3.3). The important aspect of our structural approach is that the similarity of a pair of nodes depends not only on their similarity but also on the similarity of all possible pairs of their ancestors. Unlike the approach in [126], our method does not omit any pairs in order to deal with the situation that the ontologies do not have the same structure.

For improving the structural matching, the similarities between two nodes based on similarities of their descendant to the nearest centroid nodes instead of roots are calculated. This implementation leads to reducing the calculation.

Our metric was conducted on the $I^3$CON 2004 [119] data set. Our similarity measure was compared to the DSI method and Similarity Flooding algorithm as well as measures of five participants. The experimental results showed that our approach possesses some prominent features comparing to ontology matching.
algorithms and is effective in case the given ontologies are very different in their structures.

In the future research, our approach should be integrated with linguistic matching using WordNet dictionary in order to increase the accuracy of the lexical matching and to match the relations of the given ontologies. With this method ontologies can be matched based on weighted graphs using the properties as the weights.

6.6. Summary

In this chapter, an automatic ontology matching method was proposed by combining lexical and structure-based measures. A basic lexical similarity measure was applied to all pairs of concepts of two ontologies to achieve an initial matrix. With this matrix, the similarities between concepts are calculated based on a new structural similarity measure. Additionally, the structure-based matching method was improved by using a set of centroid concepts to reduce the computation time. An illustrative example was shown to express our idea more clearly. I^3 CON 2004 benchmark is used to evaluate the proposed method. The experimental results showed that our measure has some prominent features for ontology matching.

The three novel similarity matchers described in previous chapters need to be integrated. For this purpose, a combination of our proposed methods including the element, structural, and semantic approaches is discussed in the next chapter of the thesis in detail.
This thesis has four main contributions including the proposed lexical, structure, semantic similarities, and the combination of these measures. In the previous chapters, the single similarities are discussed separately. The first contribution showed in section 4.2 is based on combining information-theoretic and edit distance measures. The second one described in section 5.2 indicates the semantic similarities among entities by using the WordNet dictionary. The third contribution explained in section 6.2 calculates the structural similarity degrees of entities in the hierarchy. In this chapter, the fourth one based on our approach in [87] gives a presentation of how measures are combined for the overall ontology matching task. The benchmark tests of the 2008 OAEI and the classical measures including Precision, Recall, and F-measure are used to implement and evaluate our integrated approach.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. We start by introducing our approach in general in section 7.1. For each measure (e.g. lexical, semantic, and structure similarities), we obtain a similarity value matrix. These results are then integrated together to yield the overall similarity. We use a weighted sum method to combine these measures in which a weight is assigned to each component. In section 7.2, the proposed ontology matching framework and a detailed description of our approach are provided. Additionally, a discussion and evalu-
ation of the results are presented in section 7.3. A conclusion of our results and future work are pointed out in section 7.4. Finally, section 7.5 gives a summary to close this chapter.

7.1. Introduction

Many ontology matching systems have been proposed so far based on lexicon, structures, instances, semantic, and combination of the above approaches (Anchor-Flood [116], DSSim [79], MapPSO [14], TaxoMap [46], GLUE [27], iMAP [21], AROMA [19], NOM [33], QOM [31], SAMBO [66]). This chapter takes into account the combination of different matching strategies including lexical-based, structure-based, and semantic-based methods to obtain a final alignment. In particular, our approach focuses on names, labels, comments, positions of concepts in the hierarchy, relationships between these concepts, and semantics based on WordNet. However, our approach does not consider instances data and user’s feedback. Our matching process uses sequential and parallel strategies in which the sequential phase is based on combining lexical and structural measures and the parallel phase is relied on combining semantic measure and structural similarity values obtained in the previous step.

7.2. Architecture

In this section, a framework for automatic ontology matching is described. Ontology matching is divided into two main strategies including the sequential and parallel compositions [37] to obtain alignments between input ontologies. Our framework supports some matching approaches and also applies both strategies. Fig. 7.1 shows the two phases in our framework. For the sequential phase, the lexical similarity values are applied to structural method to create a similarity matrix while the parallel composition phase is the combination of structure-based and semantic-based measures. The processes of similarity calculation return values between all pairs of concepts in two ontologies. All these values are stored in the structure and semantic matrices, respectively. Each pair of concepts from these two matrices is combined by using weights, then the overall similarity values are produced. Based on these results and a threshold $th$, the alignment is
finally obtained. The similarity between two entities in the given ontologies depends on the similarities of their components and structures. In this study, the considered components including names, labels, comments as well as relations and structures among entities in two ontologies are taken to calculate the similarity among these entities. There are many techniques to aggregate similarities, for example weighted product, weighted sum, weighted average, fuzzy aggregation, voting, and arguing [26, 37]. Thanks to parameters, various matching systems are composed by a set of individual measures to produce good alignments in an optimal and flexible way [27, 31, 50, 58, 66, 72]. In fact, each ontology has its own characteristic. Therefore, depending on the features of ontologies and application domains are chosen these parameters should be changed. Similar to AgreementMaker’s [18] and ASCO’s [7] systems, the component and the combined similarity results in our work are computed by using weighted average and weighted sum methods in case they have more than one similarity degree, respectively. The details of our approach are explained in the subsequent sections.
7.2.1. RELATED DEFINITIONS

Let $O_1$ and $O_2$ be two ontologies, entities belonging to these ontologies are $e_1$ and $e_2$, respectively. Entities usually consist of their names, denoted as $name(e_1)$ and $name(e_2)$, their labels, denoted as $label(e_1)$ and $label(e_2)$, and their comments, denoted as $comm(e_1)$ and $comm(e_2)$. The overall similarity value between two entities $e_1$ and $e_2$ is defined as $Overall\_Sim(e_1,e_2)$. This value results from the fundamental similarities obtained in two following phases.

- The sequential phase: in this phase, the structural similarities depend on the lexical similarities calculated in the previous step and the positions of entities in ontologies. The structural similarity between entities is defined as $Struct\_sim(e_1,e_2)$. The lexical similarity (also called string-based similarity), $Lex\_sim(e_1,e_2)$, comes from cooperation between information-theoretic and edit distance approaches.

- The parallel phase: the result of this phase is the overall similarity integrated from structural and semantic measures multiplied by weights. The semantic similarity between entities (also called knowledge-based similarity), $Sem\_sim(e_1,e_2)$, is determined by relationships, semantics, and structures of these entities in hierarchy of WordNet.

Both lexical and semantic similarity degrees depend on three component similarities including class names, labels, and comments of entities. In general, by assigning a weight to each of the component similarity, lexical and semantic similarities are described as follows:

$$Sim(e_1,e_2) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{3} w_k \ast sim_k(e_1,e_2)}{\sum_{k=1}^{3} w_k}$$ (7.1)

where $w_k$ are weights corresponding to features, $sim_k(e_1,e_2)$ are component similarities.

If two entities $e_1$ and $e_2$ do not contain a feature (for example, comments), the similarity of that feature is ignored. In this case, its corresponding weight $w_k$ is assigned to 0. If one feature belongs to only one entity, its corresponding weight is set to 0 and then the similarity between two entities is defined as

$$Sim(e_1,e_2) = \max(Sim(e_1,e_2) - \lambda, 0)$$ (7.2)
7.2. Architecture

The Eq. (7.2) is based on the reasons as follows. The first reason is that, if two concepts have the same features and the component similarity values between these concepts equal 1, these concepts are chosen as centroid concepts and will be used for calculating the structural similarity values. On the other hand, these concepts may not match perfectly. Secondly, according to our intuition, the similarity degree of two concepts is based on various features such as class names, labels, comments, and so on. For non-existence feature, the similarity value \( Sim(e_1, e_2) \) between two concepts should be reduced by \( \lambda \). The \( \lambda \) value should be large enough so that concepts have sufficient difference. Therefore, \( \lambda \) value here is chosen equal to 0.05. Moreover, maximum function is applied to yield non-negative similarity values.

7.2.2. Measuring Structural Similarity

At the first time, when the lexical measure is used, the similarity for each component of each pair of entities in two ontologies is obtained. After getting the lexical similarity values between entities, the combination of lexical-based and structure-based metrics together is implemented.

Lexical-based Similarity

Lexical-based method is separately applied to names, labels, and comments of entities in two ontologies to achieve the similarities of each component of these entities.

- The similarities of class names and labels: normally, class names and labels are text chains such as words, the combination of a few words together without blank spaces, so they are short. The lexical similarity measure we proposed in [85] was applied for calculating the similarities of these class names and labels.

\[
Lex_sim(e_1, e_2) = \alpha \left( \frac{\max(|e_1|, |e_2|) - ed(e_1, e_2)}{\max(|e_1|, |e_2|) - ed(e_1, e_2) + \beta(|e_1| + |e_2| - 2 \max(|e_1|, |e_2|) + 2ed(e_1, e_2))} \right)
\]

where \( ed(e_1, e_2) \) is Levenshtein measure. Let us consider the following example.

Example. Given names of two entities: 
name\( (e_1) \) = “Proceedings” and name\( (e_2) \) = “InProceedings”.

The Levenshtein distance between these strings is 2. In addition, \(|\text{Proceedings}| = 11, |\text{InProceedings}| = 13,\)
max\(|\text{Proceedings}|, |\text{InProceedings}|\) = 13.
By applying Eq.7.3, the similarity between two strings “Proceedings” and “InProceedings” is:
\(\text{Lex}_{\text{name}}(\text{Proceedings, InProceedings}) = 0.733\)

- The similarities of comments: classes usually contain comments describing these classes. However, comments are usually short texts too. To determine the similarity between two comments, two steps including normalization and comparison steps were executed. In the normalization step, we broke each comment into the ordered sets of tokens in which tokens are in the order of their appearance in the comment and then removed stopwords (for example, the, a, and, of, to), blank spaces, punctuation, symbols, replaces abbreviations (for example, PC \(\rightarrow\) Personal Computer, OS \(\rightarrow\) Operating System), and so on. Let \(\text{Comm}1\) and \(\text{Comm}2\) are two ordered sets of tokens of comments of two entities \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) in input ontologies \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), respectively. \(\text{Comm}1\) and \(\text{Comm}2\) can be presented as

\[
\text{Comm}1 = \{\text{comm}(e_1)_1, \text{comm}(e_1)_2, ..., \text{comm}(e_1)_n\},
\]
\[
\text{Comm}2 = \{\text{comm}(e_2)_1, \text{comm}(e_2)_2, ..., \text{comm}(e_2)_m\}.
\]

In the comparison step, these similarities are calculated in the same way as the similarities of class names and labels but applied to tokens. In particular, after converting comments \(\text{Comm}1\) and \(\text{Comm}2\) to the ordered sets of tokens, every token will be considered as a unit. At that time, a set of tokens in each comment will be linked together as a string of units. The Levenshtein measure \[68\] is used to calculate distance between these strings. We will illustrate this idea with the following example.

**Example.** Given comments of two classes:

\(\text{comm}(\text{Proceedings}) = \text{“The proceedings of a conference.”}\) and
\(\text{comm}(\text{InProceedings}) = \text{“An article in a conference proceedings.”}\).

The sets of ordered tokens of comments are:

\(\text{Comm}1 = \{\text{proceedings, conference}\}\) and
\(\text{Comm}2 = \{\text{article, conference, proceedings}\}\).

Therefore, the Levenshtein distance between two comments \(\text{comm}(\text{Proceedings})\) and \(\text{comm}(\text{InProceedings})\) is 2.

In addition, \(|\text{comm}(\text{Proceedings})| = 2, |\text{comm}(\text{InProceedings})| = 3,\)
max(|\text{comm(Proceedings)}|, |\text{comm(InProceedings)}|) = 3.
Applying Eq.(7.3), the similarity between these two comments is:

\[
\text{Lex}_\text{comm}(\text{comm(Proceedings)}, \text{comm(InProceedings)}) = \frac{\alpha \ast (\max(2, 3) - 2)}{\alpha \ast (\max(2, 3) - 2) + \beta \ast (2 + 3 - 2 \ast \max(2, 3) + 2 \ast 2)} = \frac{0.2}{0.2 + 3 \ast 0.4} = 0.143
\]

In our approach, each concept in the ontologies is represented by its descriptive information including its name, label, and comment. Applying the lexical similarity measure achieves the similarities between names, labels, and comments, respectively. After calculating lexical similarities between each concept in source ontology to all concepts in target ontology, three similarity matrices of classes, labels, and comments are obtained. By applying Eq.(7.1), the lexical similarity between \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) is presented as

\[
\text{Lex}_\text{sim}(e_1, e_2) = \frac{w_n \ast \text{Lex}_\text{name}(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c} + \frac{w_l \ast \text{Lex}_\text{label}(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c} + \frac{w_c \ast \text{Lex}_\text{comm}(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c}
\]  

(7.4)

where \(w_n, w_l, w_c, \text{Lex}_\text{name}(e_1, e_2), \text{Lex}_\text{label}(e_1, e_2), \text{and Lex}_\text{comm}(e_1, e_2)\) are weights and component similarities corresponding to features class names, labels, and comments, respectively.

The string-based measure shown in Eq. (7.4) is used for computing the similarity matrix representing lexical similarities between any two concepts with one from each ontology. This matrix is also employed to compute the similarity values of all pairs of concepts in ontologies based on the structure-based measure as discussed in the following subsection.

**Structure-based Method**

In this phase, a structure-based similarity metric we proposed in [83] was applied for calculating similarity of each pair of concepts. The initial matrix is the lexical similarity matrix introduced in the previous subsection.
In case each entity in an ontology matches perfectly to one in another ontology \((Lex\_sim(e_1, e_2) = 1)\), these entities are picked as centroid concepts. At that time, a set of centroid concepts is obtained.

The process of similarity calculation gives values between all pairs of concepts between \(e_1\) and \(e_2\), where \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) belong to the ontologies \(O_1\) and \(O_2\), respectively. All these similarity values are then stored in a structural matrix.

In fact, the structure of entities refers to how an entity is related to others. In addition, the structure contains a lot of the semantics of the entities that they express as well as the similarity degree value between two arbitrary entities. Therefore, semantic measure described hereafter will be integrated with our structural technique together.

### 7.2.3. Semantic Similarity Measure

WordNet is considered as a background knowledge source to take semantics of terms. In this section, our measure proposed in [84] and the method in [7] were applied to calculate the semantic similarity. Class names, labels, and comments are conventionalized to sets by tokenizing them based on upper case, punctuation, symbols, and so on. Each token in a set (for example, comments) is compared with all tokens from the same type of set (any two tokens with one from each of set), and then the best similarities are chosen. The average of all best similarities of the same type is the semantic similarity between two objects. For example, the semantic similarity between two comments is described as:

\[
Sem\_comm = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \max(comm(e_1)_i, Comm2)}{n + m} + \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} \max(comm(e_2)_j, Comm1)}{n + m}
\]

where \(n\) and \(m\) are the numbers of tokens in the sets of comments \(Comm1\) and \(Comm2\), respectively.

**Example.** Using the two entities from the previous section:

name\((e_1)\) = “Proceedings” and name\((e_2)\) = “InProceedings”.

The similarity between the two strings “Proceedings” and “InProceedings” is:

\(Sem\_name(Proceedings, InProceedings) = 0.767\)

**Example.** Given comments of two entities:

\(comm(Proceedings)\) = “The proceedings of a conference.” and

\(comm(InProceedings)\) = “An article in a conference proceedings.”.
The sets of ordered tokens of comments are
Comm1=\{proceedings, conference\} and
Comm2=\{article, conference, proceedings\}, respectively.
The similarity between these two comments is:
Sem\_comm(Proceedings, InProceedings) = 0.870
Semantic similarities between concepts result from the combination of component similarities.

\[
Sem\_sim(e_1, e_2) = \frac{w_n \cdot Sem\_name(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c} + \frac{w_l \cdot Sem\_label(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c} + \frac{w_c \cdot Sem\_comm(e_1, e_2)}{w_n + w_l + w_c}
\]

where \(Sem\_name(e_1, e_2), Sem\_label(e_1, e_2), Sem\_comm(e_1, e_2)\) are the semantic similarities of names, labels, and comments, respectively.

7.2.4. Combining Similarity Values

The similarities are combined to get an overall similarity matrix representing the similarities of every pair of entities in given ontologies.

\[
Overall\_Sim(e_1, e_2) = w_1 \cdot Struct\_sim(e_1, e_2) + w_2 \cdot Sem\_sim(e_1, e_2)
\]

where \(\sum_{l=1}^{2} w_l = 1\)

In case the final similarity of two entities is equal or higher than the threshold, these entities are considered similar. Consequently, one entity in an ontology can be similar to some entities in the other. It means, our system can output one-to-one and one-to-many alignments.

7.3. Evaluation

The datasets were taken from OAEI benchmark 2008 to test and evaluate the performance of our system and other ones. Ontologies in this benchmark test were modified from the reference ontology 101 and can be divided into three categories: 101-104 (1xx), 201-266 (2xx), and 301-304 (3xx). Besides, ontologies 301-304 present real-life ontologies for bibliographic references found on
the web. Since ontology 102 focus on wine which is irrelevant for the domain of bibliography, it is ignored. Ontology matching systems are chosen to compare including CIDER [44], Spider [112], GeRoMe [60], Anchor-Flood [116], Lily [137], DSSim [79], MapPSO [14], TaxoMap [46], MLMA+ [2], Akbari&Fathian [1], and ours (called LSSOM - Lexical Structural Semantic-based Ontology Matching method). The implementation of these approaches was evaluated based on the classical measures including Precision, Recall, and F-measure.

In our experimentation, the weights corresponding to features (class names, labels, and comments) and the partial similarity values (structural and semantic similarities) are assigned the fixed values 0.5, 0.25, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.5, respectively). Moreover, according to a suggestion in Chapter 4, parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in are in range from 0.2 and 0.35, from 0.4 and 0.325, respectively. Here, these parameters \( \alpha = 0.25 \) and \( \beta = 0.375 \) are chosen. The Table 7.1 shows the average Precision, Recall, and F-measure values of categories and all ontologies in this benchmark test.

In the benchmark, ontologies in groups 1xx have good information, for instance, class names, labels, comments, and structures in the hierarchy. As a result, Precision and Recall values of all the systems are quite high, except that Recall of GeRoMe and MLMA+ are not good and Recall of TaxoMap is very low (0.34). Our approach and other systems (for example, Lily, Anchor-Flood, and DSSim) give Precision and Recall values of 1. Consequently, F-measure values are also equal to 1.

In the tests 2xx, ontologies miss some features from the reference ontology. The tests 2xx include of three main groups: 201-210, 221-247, and 248-266. For tests 201-210, class names are arbitrary strings while some other information is lost such as labels and comments. In tests 221-247, the structures of the ontologies can be either cut down or expanded in term of size. However, systems using structural technique also introduced good results even similar to the tests 1xx. Of course, Precision and Recall values of all the ontology matching systems are slightly worse than those for tests 101-104. The tests 248-266 have not good class names and structures, so the quality of the matchers is not good. As can be seen in the Table 7.1, Precision values in the tests 2xx are either higher than 0.90 or less than 0.6 while Recall values are quite low in general. There are only three systems having good values (Lily, Akbari&Fathian, and LSSOM).

For the real-world tests 301-304, Precision and Recall values are changed in the range between 0.15 (Spider) and 0.95 (Anchor-Flood) for Precision values and 0.21 (TaxoMap) and 0.84 (Akbari&Fathian) for Recall values.
In short, although average Precision value of TaxoMap system is high, its average F-measure value is the worst because its Recall value is also the worst. The MapPSO system is better than TaxoMap about the average F-measure, but it does not bring a good value. Anchor-Flood, Akbari& Fathian, and LSSOM approaches return average F-measure quite high: 0.82, 0.84, and 0.87, respectively. Lily is still considered the best ontology matching system. However, this system uses instances in matching. Our approach has not use instances yet, which is different from Lily system. Our approach is highly significant compared to the other ontology matching systems which do not use instances data. In addition, it is considered as one of the best ontology matchers on the OAEI 2008 benchmark.
7.4. Conclusions

This chapter presented an approach to generate correspondences among entities of two input ontologies based on lexical-based, structure-based, and semantic-based measures in detail. In this work, our system implements two phases which are sequential and parallel strategies. In the sequential phase, a structural similarity matrix applied the structure-based metric is produced by the subsequent lexical-based measure. Thanks to the weighted sum method, the combination of structural and semantic matchers in the parallel phase, and a certain threshold as well gives the final alignment. Consequently, our approach can induce one-to-one and one-to-many alignments. In addition, the results of our approach in the benchmark dataset of the 2008 OAEI were described. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach which automatically matches without instances achieves the high F-measure values.

Instances information of ontologies will be integrated in our approach in order to increase the accuracy of the final alignment. Moreover, machine learning techniques should be used to obtain a better quality of matching results. Our approach should also be tested on larger ontologies, evaluate its performance, and efficiency in the future work.

7.5. Summary

This chapter presented an ontology matching approach which brings a final alignment by combining three kinds of different similarity measures: lexical-based, structure-based, and semantic-based techniques as well as using information in ontologies including names, labels, comments, relations and positions of concepts in the hierarchy and integrating WordNet dictionary. Firstly, two ontologies were matched sequentially by using the lexical-based and structure-based similarity measures to find structural correspondences among the concepts. Secondly, the semantic similarity based on WordNet dictionary was applied to these concepts in given ontologies. After the semantic and structural similarities were obtained, they were combined in the parallel phase to yield the final similarities. Our system was implemented and evaluated based on the OAEI 2008 benchmark dataset. The experimental results showed that our approach obtains good F-measure values and outperforms other automatic ontology matching systems.
which do not use instances information.

In the next chapter, a summary with the contributions and some suggestions for future directions are given to conclude this thesis.
8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This final chapter summarizes the main contributions and future works of our research about ontology matching in Semantic Web. In section 8.1, the significant contributions to find correspondences of the entities of two given ontologies and the advantages compared to similar approaches are discussed. Section 8.2 closes the thesis by pointing out some possible improvements and bringing future directions of our approaches.

8.1. CONCLUSIONS

Ontologies have become an important part of a variety of application fields. Many of the existing ontologies are created and developed with similar purposes by different research communities and are widely distributed. Therefore, they can contain different terms, structures, and levels of detail (also called ontology heterogeneity). To deal with ontology heterogeneity, many research groups concentrate on developing ontology matching systems, based on different techniques of similarities such as semantic, syntactic, terminological, structural, and extensional. In the current section, we will outline a set of the research work that has been described in the previous chapters.
In this thesis, the definitions, applications, and the need for ontology matching were also introduced. This work also collected and analyzed the techniques of ontology matching, similarity measures and benchmark data sets. The research presented in this thesis also consists of related matching works based on lexical, semantic and structural techniques. Our approaches consist of structure-based, lexical-based, semantic-based measures and a combination of these methods for ontology matching. In the semantic similarity degree solution, the WordNet dictionary was used to find the matching pairs based on synonyms and their relationships. A measure combined by the information-theoretic and edit distance methods for calculating the lexical similarity was performed. The structure of ontologies is important [37], so that it should be taken into account in order to find concept matchings among all possible pairs of concepts. For that reason, our study focused on the structures of entities in given ontologies. The single techniques were then integrated by using the weighted sum method to obtain the alignment. The alignments consist of one-to-one as well as one-to-many in which each entity from the source ontology returns one or many matched corresponding entities in the target ontology. Moreover, our measures and framework used well-known benchmark datatets to implement. The experimental sections of our work in chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 contain evaluations, discussions, and comparisons between the proposed similarity approaches and others. These results indicated that our approach yields enhanced match results compared to others in terms of Precision, Recall, and F-measure.

Consequently, there are some remarkable differences between our approach and others. The main advantages of our methods compared to state of the art approaches are a result of the following properties.

- In our lexical method, the similarity of two entities is a combination of information-theoretic and edit distance methods. It depends on both common and different features of these entities. In addition to that, the similarity of the strings is also based on the number of operations required to transform each of string into other one.

- The semantic measure takes account of hypernym/hyponym relationships between the considered concepts in the WordNet. The important features of this measure are that it considers the relevancy links between concepts and applies the edge-counting based method to decide the semantic similarities.

- The structural method does not only depend on the positions of the con-
cepts but also the relationships between their ancestors whereby their levels in the hierarchy can be different. In order to the calculation time is decreased, the ancestors are chosen as a set of centroid concepts instead of the root node. Consequently, the overall running time is reduced.

• The suggested approaches can be applied on ontologies in various domains.

8.2. Future Works

In addition to the contributions made by this thesis, the similarity measures, performance and efficiency of the matching approaches proposed should be improved. Some of the potential extensions in the future works are presented hereafter.

The proposed semantic similarity approach of the thesis is dedicated to hyponym/hyponym relationships among entities. However, other relations such as “part-of” should be considered to decide the relatedness between the pairs of terms. Furthermore, in order to increase the matching quality instances information of ontologies will be integrated in our approach.

In our study, the similarities between entities of two ontologies depend on a set of parameters. These parameters consist of the threshold value and the parameters assigned to the component similarities. The different values of each parameter will bring different similarities of entities. However, the selection of the optimal parameters which include the threshold, alpha, beta, and gamma constraints to pick the best match results of systems is usually not easy [81]. Moreover, for each kind of ontology these parameters can be assigned different values. In the future work, we plan to apply machine learning method in combination of single measures, which can overcome this limit. A further step would be to add a new method which employs clustering strategy.

In the implementation of system, our approach was only tested on the small ontologies benchmark datasets, so the main focus of our work in the near future will be on larger tests. Additionally, complexity of algorithms and efficiency of approaches will also be considered in the future work.
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